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THE CRIMINOGENIC EFFECTS OF DAMAGING CRIMINAL LAW’S MORAL CREDIBILITY

Paul H. Robinson* and Lindsay Holcomb**

Abstract

The criminal justice system’s reputation with the community can have a significant effect on the extent to which people are willing to comply with its demands and internalize its norms. In the context of criminal law, the empirical studies suggest that ordinary people expect the criminal justice system to do justice and avoid injustice, as they perceive it – what has been called “empirical desert” to distinguish it from the “deontological desert” of moral philosophers. The empirical studies and many real-world natural experiments suggest that a criminal justice system that regularly deviates from empirical desert loses moral credibility and thereby loses crime-control effectiveness. These crime-control benefits, together with an analysis of the sometimes-disqualifying weaknesses of alternative distributive principles such as general deterrence and incapacitation of the dangerous, suggest that maximizing the criminal law’s moral credibility is the best distributive principle available. Critics have offered a range of objections to this proposal, which are here considered and answered.
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I. Introduction

When the community observes the criminal law as regularly doing injustice or failing to do justice, the law’s reputation as a reliable moral authority suffers. This loss in moral credibility tends to reduce people’s willingness to defer to and acquiesce in the criminal law’s demands and undermines the criminal law’s ability to have people internalize its norms. And where the disillusionment arises from the criminal law’s failure to do justice, it can provoke vigilantism. One of us has argued for several decades that these observations, which are backed by common sense, repeated anecdotal evidence, and empirical studies, suggest that criminal law’s
distributive principle for criminal liability and punishment ought to be to maximize the law’s moral credibility with the community, which can generally be done most effectively by having criminal law rely upon rules and policies that track the community’s justice judgments, so-called empirical desert.\(^1\)

Recent events have illustrated some of these effects of reduced moral credibility. Those who believe that police regularly engage in wrongdoing without consequences have expressed their outrage in sometimes violent protest, attacking police and police stations. Those who see these violent protesters as regularly escaping punishment, often with the acquiescence of government officials, have confronted the protesters, sometimes violently. This downward spiral of disillusionment and vigilantism is just one of the mechanisms by which the system’s poor reputation for doing justice reduces its crime-control effectiveness.

Some writers have criticized the proposal for a criminal law distributive principle that maximizes moral credibility.\(^2\) This Article organizes and responds to those criticisms. The proposal and the criticisms of it are of four parts. First, some criticisms challenge the claimed causal connection between a system’s reduced moral credibility and people’s inclination to comply and defer, issues taken up in Part II. Another kind of criticism challenges the claim that criminal law rules that conflict with community views undermine the system’s moral credibility, examined in Part III. A third kind of criticism suggests that it is simply impossible to construct a distributive principle that will minimize conflicts with community views, discussed in Part IV. Part V examines other philosophical, political, and ideological objections that have been offered. Part VI raises what may be the most important point in the debate: even if one could find flaws in the proposed distributive principle of maximizing moral credibility by minimizing criminal law’s conflicts with community views – we agree the proposed distributive principle has weaknesses, although not those claimed by its critics – such a distributive principle is still the best available because all alternatives have greater, sometimes disqualifying, flaws. In other words, the greatest strength of moral credibility as a distributive principle may be the weaknesses of all alternatives. Some potential weaknesses of the proposed distributive principle that critics have not raised are offered in Part VII.

---


II. Moral Credibility and Crime

The first of our claims is that the criminal law’s loss of moral credibility with the community that it governs undermines its ability to gain deference, acquiescence, compliance, assistance, and internalization of its norms. Instead, such disillusionment is likely to provoke resistance, subversion, and vigilante action.

A. The Criminogenic Effects of Reduced Credibility

In many ways, the suggestion that criminal law’s reduced moral credibility causes reduced compliance is just common sense. If a criminal law is widely viewed as unjust or unwilling to do justice, would we assume that this perception has no effect on the community’s deference to that law? In what world would such a poor performance in doing justice – the criminal justice system’s announced purpose – be a matter of complete indifference to citizens? And when such disillusionment does set in, do we think people would simply remain as compliant?

1. The Disillusionment-Noncompliance Dynamic in Natural Experiments

But is this commonsense view confirmed by experimental analysis? Not many governments in the world are likely to give the social psychologist experimenter permission to degrade the justness of their criminal justice system to see the resulting rising crime. But there have been a variety of natural experiments in which the criminal justice system’s moral credibility has been noticeably degraded, and a corresponding reduction in compliance ensued. Consider a few examples of these natural experiments.

In 1920, Congress prohibited the sale, manufacture, and transportation of alcohol within the U.S. with the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment. Demand for alcohol remained high, however, and illegal stills, bootlegging operations, and speakeasies flourished. When even government officials openly ignored the rules of Prohibition, this overt disrespect for the criminal law reinforced public disillusionment with the Prohibition movement. As trust in the law waned, Americans violated the law to an even greater extent. The disillusionment tainted not only the alcohol prohibition rules but also reduced compliance with criminal law rules unrelated to alcohol.3

An analogous dynamic is seen in widespread resistance to the draft during the Vietnam War, which was enforced by criminal statutes requiring service. Starting in 1964, many young men fled the country or feigned injuries or illnesses in order to avoid service. Many who did not resist were nonetheless highly critical in their view of not only this particular crime – failure to report – but the criminal justice system and the government generally.4 This view was supported by a significant portion of the public. Polls showed a society-wide dramatic drop in

trust in government. With this widespread disillusionment, crime rose significantly; crime statistics showed an enormous spike for both crimes of violence and property crimes. The Vietnam War was seen by many as exposing a moral stain on American institutions that had long been widely trusted and revered. In response to this disillusionment, many people felt free to abandon self-regulating behaviors and to commit crimes.

This same dynamic between the criminal law’s credibility and compliance is seen anyone in variety of situations across many different eras and cultures. To give an example with present-day relevance, in 1918, as the Spanish Flu swept through the United States, communities across the country instituted a number of public health measures to slow the spread. Foremost among these was mask wearing. However, many people were unpersuaded that the inconvenience and the intrusiveness of the government action was justified by its supposed health benefits. When some local governments imposed mandatory mask ordinances and punished those who flouted the law with jail terms and fines, many in the community resisted. The sense that the mask mandates were excessive and the punishments unfair sparked protests en masse. In Denver, one local newspaper reported that the order to wear a mask was “almost totally ignored by the people; in fact, the order was a cause of mirth.” In San Francisco, 2,000 members of the Anti-Mask League held a rally to denounce the mask ordinance, and in Tucson, despite widespread arrests and incarceration, the mask ordinance

---

6 Writing in the New York Review of Books at the time, Hannah Arendt explained, “Truth or falsehood – it does not matter any more, if your life depends on your acting as though you trusted; truth that can be relied on disappears from public life and with it the chief stabilizing factor in the ever-changing affairs of men.” Hannah Arendt, Lying in Politics: Reflections on the Pentagon Papers N.Y. REV. BOOKS (Nov. 18, 1971) https://www.nybooks.com/articles/1971/11/18/lying-in-politics-reflections-on-the-pentagon-papers/.  
11 New Orders Are Issued By Officials in Flu Fight ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS 1, 5 (Nov. 26, 1918) https://quod.lib.umich.edu/f/fiu/2290flu.0003.922/3--new-orders-are-issued?page=root;rgn=full-text;size=200;view=image;q1=New+Orders+are+issued.  
12 New Cases of Influenza at Low Record S.F. EXAMINER 12 (Jan. 26, 1919) https://quod.lib.umich.edu/f/fiu/1320flu.0009.231/1--new-cases-of-influenza-at-low-record?page=root;rgn=full-text;size=150;view=image;q1=New+Cases+of+Influenza+at+Low+Record.
was intentionally disregarded. In Tucson, the local paper declared that the mask ordinance “was incapable of enforcement. No matter how many citizens the city authorities might have taken to the lock-up nor how many fines they imposed, they never could have brought about the general observance of masking.” In fact, irritated as they were by the mask ordinances and their associated criminal penalties, people took more and more liberties, hosting large gatherings, and refusing to wear a mask properly (or refusing to wear a mask at all) even when under the scrutiny of officers. Crimes in other areas of life rose as well; prostitution expanded as did drug consumption, and attacks on immigrants. Without buy-in from the community generally, greater enforcement served only to provoke greater resistance and reduced compliance.

In the 1960s Watts neighborhood of Los Angeles, where violations of the criminal law were increasingly met with charges and sentences that seemed to residents grossly disproportionate, the aggressive policing and punishment did not reduce crime, as intended, but rather increased it, as the criminal law’s credibility within the neighborhood increasingly weakened. (In August 1965, this tension came to a boiling point after a Watts resident’s violent encounter with the police inspired the community to take to the streets. An official investigation of the Watts riots conducted by the California Governor found that the riot was a result of the Watts community’s long-growing grievances and discontent with criminal law enforcement.)

In Gilded Age New York City. At the end of the 19th century, the legislative process in New York City was notoriously corrupt: even valuable and legitimate legislation could not be passed unless the right political players were paid off. The result was a criminal law that simply failed to address the full range of conduct that social mores at the time saw as condemnable, such as abortion, gambling, and pornography. As the criminal law came to be

---

14 Id. at 201-202
15 Id. at 202
17 See James Queally, Watts Riot: Traffic Stop Was the Spark that Ignited Days of Destruction in L.A. L.A. TIMES (July 29, 2015) [https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-watts-riots-explainer-20150715-htmlstory.html](https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-watts-riots-explainer-20150715-htmlstory.html) (explaining that “Anger and distrust between Watts’ residents, the police, and city officials had been simmering for years” and that many Watts residents suggested that the “riot had been triggered by long-smoldering resentment against alleged police brutality”); see also Elizabeth Hinton, From the War on Poverty to the War on Crime 108 (arguing that “haphazard, undisciplined, and aggressive police response only spawned an ever-more-violent reaction” and police warned that aggressive policing had backfired by “starting guerilla war in the streets”).
18 Watts Riot, CIV. RIGHTS DIGITAL LIB. (last modified Jan. 7, 2021) [http://crdl.usg.edu/events/watts_riots/?Welcome](http://crdl.usg.edu/events/watts_riots/?Welcome).
19 Lincoln Steffens, The Shame of the Cities 34 (1904) Lincoln Steffens’ essays on corruption in McClure’s Magazine painted a dismal picture of a political system hanging to credibility by a thread. Discussing the rampant rent-seeking practices to get legislation passed, Steffens wrote, “As there was a scale for favorable legislation, so there was one for defeating bills. It made a difference whether the privilege asked was legitimate or not. But nothing was passed free of charge.”
20 Charles Ellwood, Has Crime Increased in the United States Since 1880? 1 J. AM. INST. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 378, 378 (1910);
seen as increasingly out of touch with community norms, crime increased.\textsuperscript{21} Street gangs proliferated and even shoplifting among middle-class women rose.\textsuperscript{22}

In divided Berlin at the beginning of the Cold War, Berlin was divided into occupation zones controlled by the U.S., Great Britain, and France – the Allied Sectors – and the Soviet Union – East Berlin. In 1948, after negotiations between the allies and the Soviets broke down, the Soviets restricted the delivery of food, coal, and other crucial supplies into the Allied Sectors and controlled distribution within East Berlin according to political ideology.\textsuperscript{23} Only those who professed allegiance to the Kremlin received provisions.\textsuperscript{24} The restrictions created a thriving black market, which the Soviets worked to prevent with increasingly harsh penalties for unauthorized dealings.\textsuperscript{25} These penalties were enforced by police officers who were chosen because of their “political reliability” – their commitment to the Kremlin – rather than professional competence.\textsuperscript{26} In that sense, the laws could never be seen as fair, neutral, or unpolitical.\textsuperscript{27} But as the penalties for such offenses went up, the stigma surrounding such lawbreaking went down and lawbreaking actually increased.\textsuperscript{28} These small acts of resistance aimed not only to secure sustenance for Berliners but also to signal that Soviet justice system was no longer seen as morally credible.\textsuperscript{29} After all, black market dealing was to some extent an ideological threat to the Soviet political project, exemplifying free market enterprise in no uncertain terms.\textsuperscript{30} Despite the greater scarcity in the Allied Sectors, East Berliners increasingly escaped to West Berlin, in part because they felt they could better trust the government and


\textsuperscript{24} MALTE ZIERENBERG, BERLIN’S BLACK MARKET 1939-1950 127-186 (2015); MARK FENEMORE, FIGHTING THE COLD WAR IN POST-BLOCKADE, POST-WALL BERLIN Ch. 6 - Ch. 7 (2019)

\textsuperscript{25} Thesis of Alice Autumn Weinreb, MATTERS OF TASTE: THE POLITICS OF FOOD AND HUNGER IN DIVIDED GERMANY 1945-1971 U. MICH. DEPT. OF HIST. 100-101 (2009)(“The remarkable scale of bartering, stealing, and gathering food stuffs throughout all four zones, and especially the almost universal participation in the black market, make clear that the rationing calories allotted German civilians were not the population’s only source of sustenance”).

\textsuperscript{26} Richard Bessel, POLICING IN EAST GERMANY IN THE WAKE OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR 7 POLICING AND SOCIETY 1, 11; 14 (2003) (“The unpopularity of the police is not accounted for only by unsatisfactory personnel policies, social difficulties and shortcomings...but also has its causes in the present-day economic situation of the population. The police very frequently are compelled to intervene against small-scale hoarders who are trying to improve their diet by buying additional food...these measures by the police are regarded as unjust”).

\textsuperscript{27} Id. at 19.

\textsuperscript{28} ANDRIE CHERNY, THE CANDY BOMBERS: THE UNTOLD STORY OF THE BERLIN AIRLIFT AND AMERICA’S FINEST HOUR 434 (2008); Steegke supra note 23 at 185.

\textsuperscript{29} Id.; See also Steegke supra note 23 at 14 (Explaining that economic crimes were situated at “the intersection of competing senses of entitlement, justice, legitimacy, and power that were all bound up with the daily struggle to meet individual supply needs”).

\textsuperscript{30} Bessel supra note 26 at 14.
police.\(^{31}\) Under a justice system they perceived as more trustworthy, escaped East Berliners committed less crime.\(^{32}\)

2. Disillusionment Expressed as Vigilantism

Frequently the disillusionment-induced lawlessness takes the form of vigilantism. As noted previously, current events illustrate this point. For example, many people saw the death of George Floyd, who was suffocated when an officer placed his knee on Floyd’s neck during his arrest, as symptomatic of the criminal justice system’s indifference to police wrongdoing against Blacks. Two activists summarized this view succinctly in a New York Times op-ed after Floyd’s death, writing, “The problem is that the entire criminal justice system gives police officers the power and opportunity to systematically harass and kill with impunity.”\(^{33}\) In the weeks that followed, police in many cities were targeted, including, for example, eleven St. Louis police officers who were shot at in five separate attacks.\(^{34}\) In Seattle, protesters attacked and firebombed a police station.\(^{35}\) In Compton, California, a man ambushed two officers who were sitting in their patrol car, shooting them both and injuring them severely.\(^{36}\) And in Los Angeles, a man walked into a police station and began firing wantonly at officers after pretending to seek assistance.\(^{37}\)

But the same vigilante impulse is not limited to those who distrust the justice system for its perceived lawlessness; those who believe that the system to often tolerate lawlessness also have resorted to vigilante violence. For example, in the aftermath of Floyd’s death, several hundred protesters marching to the mayor’s house in St. Louis broke down a gate and trespassed on the property of Mark and Patricia McCloskey. Police and prosecutors had ignored many previous violent protests and did nothing to intervene on this occasion.\(^{38}\) The McCloskeys took it upon themselves to confront the group, he with an assault rifle and she with a


\(^{32}\) CHERNY supra note 26 at 475; Steege supra note 23 at 233; Mary Fulbrook, The State and the Transformation of Political Legitimacy in East and West Germany Since 1945 29 COMP. STUDIES IN SOCIETY & HIST. 211, 214-230 (1987).


\(^{38}\) Christine Byers, Charges Filed Against McCloskeys, St. Louis Couple Who Pointed Guns Toward Protesters, ST. LOUIS PUBLIC RADIO, (July 20, 2020), https://news.stlpublicradio.org/politics-issues/2020-07-20/charges-filed-against-mccloskeys-st-louis-couple-who-pointed-guns-toward-protesters. (On the decision to charge the McCloskeys, St. Louis Circuit Attorney said: “We must protect the right to peacefully protest, and any attempt to chill it through intimidation will not be tolerated”).
They were charged with unlawful use of a weapon. Similarly, 17-year-old Kyle Rittenhouse went to Kenosha to help protect a business that had been previously damaged by violent protesters because police and prosecutors had failed to act to prevent the violent protests. He took with him his AR-15 assault rifle, and shot and killed two people after they tried to wrestle his rifle out of his hands. Rittenhouse was charged with, among other things, first-degree intentional homicide.

3. Empirical Studies Showing the Disillusionment-Noncompliance Dynamic

But one need not rely simply on common sense and anecdotal evidence to see the disillusionment-lawlessness connection. The dynamic is confirmed by controlled social psychology studies. The research suggests that the relationship between moral credibility and community deference and compliance is widespread and nuanced. Even small incremental losses in moral credibility can produce corresponding incremental losses in deference and compliance.

Consider, for example, a study using a within-subjects design in which subjects were asked a number of questions relating to various ways in which moral credibility is thought to affect deference, compliance, and the internalization of the law’s norms. Will a citizen assist police by reporting a crime? Will they assist in the investigation and prosecution of a crime? Do people take the imposition of criminal liability and punishment as a reliable sign that the defendant has done something truly condemnable? Do people take the extent of the liability imposed as a reliable indication of the seriousness of the offense and the blameworthiness of the offender? With a baseline established on these issues, subjects were then disillusioned by exposing them to accounts of the system’s failures of justice and perpetuations of injustice. Later retesting showed that the measures of deference, compliance, and internalization of norms had all decreased among the disillusioned subjects.

A follow-up study used a between-subjects design, giving different levels of disillusionment to three different groups and then testing their levels of deference, compliance, and internalization. The results confirm the conclusions of the earlier within-subjects design: The greater the disillusionment, the greater the loss in deference, compliance, and

44 Id.
45 Id.
internalization. A third study analyzing responses in pre-existing large datasets came to a similar conclusion using regression analysis.\(^4\)

The results in the studies are particularly striking because in each case, subjects came to the study with pre-existing views on the system’s reputation for being just. The experimenters, within the context of the study, could only nudge those pre-existing views slightly. Yet even that incremental disillusionment produced corresponding incremental reductions in deference and compliance. This is a particularly important finding because it means that no matter the current state of a criminal justice system’s moral credibility with the community, any incremental reduction in credibility can produce an incremental reduction in deference – and any increase can produce an increase in deference. Many other studies document the same point.

A 2002 study on the *flouting thesis* – the idea that the perceived justice of one law can influence compliance with unrelated laws – found that rules regarded as unjust have “subtle but pervasive influences on people’s deference to and respect for the law.”\(^4\) The experiment consisted of two parts. First, participants were exposed to a set of laws, which were chosen because of their apparent justness or unjustness.\(^4\) Exposure was conducted via newspaper stories, which varied in their discussion of civil forfeiture, income tax, and landlord/tenant laws so as to emphasize the fairness or unfairness of the proposed laws.\(^4\) Next, participants were told that they would be participating in a separate study in which they were asked to indicate their willingness to engage in particular types of future law breaking.\(^5\) These items included drunk driving, parking in a no-parking zone, failing to pay taxes, and drinking alcohol under age 21.\(^5\) Non-compliance in the second study served as an indication of so-called “flouting” behavior.\(^5\) The study found that there was an overall trend for participants primed with unjust laws to demonstrate a higher probability of engaging in criminal behavior.\(^5\) That is, perceptions of an unjust law activated a more general attitude about the unjustness of the legal system, but this remained on an unconscious basis.\(^5\)

A 2007 study using data from the European Union found that social willingness to comply with the law has significant positive effects on controlling traffic fatalities, outweighing even the influence of traffic exposure, speed, and alcohol consumption.\(^5\) The authors examined road safety data from 15 European countries and modeled the number of fatalities in terms of social willingness to comply, controlling for factors such as traffic exposure, vehicle fleet characteristics, road infrastructure and economic conditions, population characteristics and road user behavior.\(^5\) The authors found that social legitimacy is “a *sine qua non* for effective road safety policy because lack of public support will lead to insufficient willingness to comply and, in turn, more traffic fatalities.”\(^5\) Regardless of the specific content of the country’s

\(^{46}\) Id.


\(^{48}\) Id. at 9.

\(^{49}\) Id. at 11.

\(^{50}\) Id. at 9.

\(^{51}\) Id. at 12.

\(^{52}\) Id. at 9.

\(^{53}\) Id. at 14.

\(^{54}\) Id. at 28.


\(^{56}\) Id. at 398.

\(^{57}\) Id. at 402.
traffic laws, the law-abiding behavior of drivers was found to have a positive, measured effect on traffic fatalities.\textsuperscript{58} “The core idea of our paper is that social norms prevail over laws,” the authors explained.\textsuperscript{59} That is, the public’s allegiance to the law writ large – evidenced by their willingness or unwillingness to comply with the law – was simply more important than the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of specific traffic laws.\textsuperscript{60}

A 2008 study of Swedes assessed whether there was a correlation between low institutional trust and illegal alcohol consumption.\textsuperscript{61} Alcohol consumption is a hotly contested topic in Sweden, and the Swedish national parliament has passed several laws intended to limit alcohol consumption. Sweden also has a state monopoly over alcohol sales. The authors of the study hypothesized that lower institutional trust “may be associated with high alcohol consumption” because “public institutions in Sweden are consistent and coherent in the way they view aspects such as high alcohol consumption.”\textsuperscript{62} The researchers asked respondents about their drinking habits probed their trust in various societal institutions. The results showed that lack of trust was associated with increased likelihood of harmful alcohol consumption. High trust in institutions, on the other hand, was correlated with a greater inclination to follow the advice of public officials, to trust in experts, and with steps to limit their own alcohol consumption.\textsuperscript{63} Ultimately, the study showed that those who do not doubt a particular institution’s legitimacy are more likely to heed that institution’s rules and recommendations.

A 2003 study on the reasons why taxpayers obey, rather than simply evade taxes, found that trust in the legal system had a strong effect on compliance.\textsuperscript{64} Based on survey data from Europe, the study’s authors asked respondents to rank whether they thought that cheating on taxes was “always justified,” “never justified,” or one of several options in the middle.\textsuperscript{65} They were also asked to rank how much confidence they had in the legal system on a scale of “a great deal of confidence,” “no confidence,” or somewhere in between.\textsuperscript{66} The study’s authors found that a perception of legitimacy in the legal system had a highly significant effect on so-called “tax morale.”\textsuperscript{67} In fact, an increase in the trust scale of just one unit, increased the subjects’ likelihood to find cheating on taxes to be unjustified by 3.5 percentage points.\textsuperscript{68} “Trust in the legal system leads to acceptance of governments’ decisions and produces the incentive to obey the rules,” the authors found.\textsuperscript{69} Furthermore, where the public believed that officials were honest and competent – measured by their ranking of agreement with the statement “Public officials can usually be trusted to do what’s right” – willingness to comply with tax payments increased further.\textsuperscript{70} Ultimately, the study suggested that rather than focusing on enforcement, governments concerned with cultivating “tax morale” should try to create confidence in the legal system and in the trustworthiness and capacity of tax officials.

\textsuperscript{58} Id. at 386.
\textsuperscript{59} Id. at 402.
\textsuperscript{60} Id.
\textsuperscript{61} Johanna Ahnquist et al., Institutional Trust and Alcohol Consumption in Sweden: The Swedish National Public Health Survey 2006, 8 BMC PUBLIC HEALTH 283 (2008).
\textsuperscript{62} Id. at 284.
\textsuperscript{63} Id. at 290.
\textsuperscript{64} Benno Torgler, Tax Morale, Rule Governed Behavior and Trust 14 CONST. POL. ECON. 119 (2003).
\textsuperscript{65} Id. at 134.
\textsuperscript{66} Id.
\textsuperscript{67} Id.
\textsuperscript{68} Id. at 137.
\textsuperscript{69} Id.
\textsuperscript{70} Id.
A 2009 study used survey data from a number of African countries to model the relationship between perceptions that a government was fair and trustworthy and beliefs that such a government deserves deference to its rules. The authors focused on those factors that they believed would induce “voluntary deference to the directives of authorities and rules precisely because they are believed legitimate.” The data used in the study was collected through a survey of more than 23,000 respondents across 18 countries modeled in an effort to capture citizens’ legitimating beliefs in terms of their willingness to obey the police, courts, and the tax department. The survey asked respondents the degrees to which they believed administrators were corrupt, authorities were capable of detecting and punishing crime, and the government treated citizens fairly. Standard sociodemographic variables that can affect citizens’ acceptance of government authority were controlled for, including age and household income. The authors found considerable evidence of a link between the perceived trustworthiness of government and criminal justice mechanisms and citizens’ willingness to defer to these institutions. The results indicated that “the more trustworthy and fair the government, the more likely its population will develop legitimating beliefs that lead them to accept the government’s right to make people obey its laws and regulations.”

Notice that these last several studies tested not only the effect of people’s perceptions of the justness of the criminal law’s rules and dispositions but also its fairness in adjudicating cases and the trustworthiness and legitimacy of the government generally. There exists a separate literature on the latter, the fairness of the process (apart from the justness of the results). Natural experiments and empirical studies on these issues are relevant to our present purpose because they confirm that the criminal justice system’s reputation can have significant real-world effects in gaining compliance. Consider some of the evidence supporting this conclusion.

4. Natural Experiments on Law Enforcement Legitimacy and Compliance

There exists a host of natural experiments demonstrating the connection between compliance and a criminal justice system’s reputation for law enforcement legitimacy. Consider several examples.

The relationship between the police and the public in Nigeria presents something of an extreme case of unprofessional policing leading to diminished compliance. The police in Nigeria have been notoriously corrupt since the turn of the 21st century. According to several reports, the Nigerian police often extort money from the public at taxi stands, marketplaces, and roadblocks. When citizens fail to pay the bribes, they are sometimes beaten, sexually assaulted,

---

72 Id. at 355.
73 Id. at 361.
74 Id. at 362.
75 Id. at 363.
76 Id. at 367.
77 Id.
or shot. Further, the police often neglect to perform their basic duties unless they are bribed. Crimes are not investigated unless the victim is able to persuade the police to act. Officers at the upper echelons of the police force are widely known to siphon off significant portions of public funds for their personal uses. A survey of Nigerian public opinion regarding police legitimacy found that a plurality of Nigerians expressed having “no confidence” in the police. Another found that Nigeria is plagued by “low levels of citizen cooperation with the police” and “a loss of confidence of the common man in the criminal justice system.” Interviews reflected widespread distrust of the Nigerian police. One woman reported, “Any witness or crime victim who approaches the police without bearing in mind their lack of integrity and possible complicity in crime may end up becoming the criminal. The police doubt everything about you.” As a result of this distrust, crime throughout Nigeria has increased. Analyses of crime data between 1999 and 2013 show that murder, armed robbery, and assault have increased dramatically during this period even as the Nigerian police have received more and more resources from the state. In fact, some members of the Nigerian public have taken the law into their own hands by lynching suspects of crimes or by flouting the law altogether with shoplifting, car thefts, fraud schemes, and computer crimes. Ultimately, crime has only become more widespread and more diverse in Nigeria as the police have become more corrupt, unprofessional, and ineffective in their practices.

After the shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, an investigation found that Ferguson’s policing practices led to distrust and resentment among many in the Ferguson community, which is 67 percent African American. The report explained, “African Americans’ views of FPD are shaped not just by what FPD officers do, but how they do it.” Dozens of Ferguson residents told of officers cursing at them, verbally harassing them, and randomly brandishing their weapons in threatening ways. Crime rates in Ferguson rose precipitously after the shooting. While some of this may have been due to reduced police intervention, the so-called “Ferguson effect,” one study suggests that a major contributor was the dramatic loss in police legitimacy crystallized by the Michael Brown killing and the protests that followed it.
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A loss of reputation of the criminal justice system can undermine compliance even when that loss stems from a perception of governmental illegitimacy apart from unfair criminal justice adjudication procedures or unprofessional police. Consider several natural experiments.

In 2003, then Mexico City mayor Manuel Lopez Obrador and billionaire Carlos Slim combined efforts to reduce crime in one of Mexico City’s most notoriously lawless neighborhoods called Tepito. The pair invested millions in surveillance technology and increased policing in order to curb the violence, drug trafficking, and sale of stolen or counterfeit goods. Most notably, they relied on the help of a former New York City mayor whose private security firm provided high definition “hawkeye” surveillance cameras to monitor the goings on of the neighborhood and employed former New York City Police Department officers to train their Mexican counterparts. Residents of the neighborhood, including those who were not involved in any sort of criminal group, resisted. Feeling as though they were being policed by Americans, as opposed to their own countrymen, they viewed the neighborhood’s security system as wholly illegitimate. In 2004, crime in the area increased by 25 percent. Tepitans took part in a variety of activities that actively interfered with the new police procedures. Eventually, the Mexican government realized that the perceived illegitimacy of their new enforcement mechanisms was doing more harm than good and decided to sever ties with the American security personnel.

Similarly, consider the experiences of various Native American tribes whose tribal justice systems conflicted with the federal criminal justice system. The federal government had previously allowed tribes to have criminal justice jurisdiction on their reservations, but in 1953 Congress passed Public Law 280 allowing states to decide whether to assume complete or partial jurisdiction over crimes by or against Native Americans on reservations. The law was viewed as an affront to tribal sovereignty, failing to recognize Native Americans’ status as members of domestic sovereign nations, and stifling the effectiveness of tribal courts. Over the following decades, Native Americans developed increasingly negative views of the non-Native American criminal justice system, stemming from widespread distrust of the instruments
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of justice implemented by the federal government.\textsuperscript{98} As views became more negative, crime soared.\textsuperscript{99}

The situation of Northern Ireland in the 1970s provides another example of the connection between perceived legitimacy and increased crime. As tensions rose between Catholics who wanted a united Ireland, and Protestants who claimed allegiance to the United Kingdom, violence escalated.\textsuperscript{100} In 1972, the British government suspended the Northern Ireland parliament and instituted direct rule from the U.K., replacing Irish criminal justice policies with their own. Law enforcement powers were expanded enormously, allowing for the indefinite detention of suspects without trial, juryless courts in cases of alleged terrorism, and increased police and army powers. The British police force, the Royal Ulster Constabulary, was widely perceived as unfairly partial to Protestant Loyalists and unaccountable to, and discriminatory against, Catholic Unionists. As two criminologists observed, “the costs in terms of negative effects on public trust in British institutions have been incalculable.”\textsuperscript{101} Politically motivated crimes increased with the rise in political tensions, but so did crimes unrelated to political action. As a result of this perceived illegitimacy, throughout the 1970s, the levels of recorded crime increased nearly sixfold.\textsuperscript{102} Murders rose rapidly, but property crime increased at an even higher rate during this period.\textsuperscript{103} The burglary rate increased by a factor of fifteen, and drug dealing rose exponentially.\textsuperscript{104} As the Irish populace became more disaffected and distrusting of the influence of the Royal Ulster Constabulary, they expressed their disillusionment by – among other things – committing more crime.\textsuperscript{105}

5. Empirical Studies on the Law Enforcement Legitimacy-Compliance Dynamic

But one need not rely only on these natural experiments for evidence of the connection between criminal justice legitimacy and compliance, for there is also a strong body of empirical evidence in support.

Most compelling here is the work of Tom Tyler.\textsuperscript{106} Fair adjudication rules and police professionalism promote what he terms the criminal justice system’s “legitimacy,” as opposed to the justness of the liability and punishment rules that promote what Robinson calls the
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system’s “moral credibility.” The two sorts of claims are analogous in that they both suggest that the criminal justice system’s reputation can have real world effects on compliance rates.

Tyler and a colleague found that people were willing to voluntarily accept the decisions of judges where those decisions appeared both neutral and respectful. If the decision-making process appeared to lack bias, focus on objective facts, recognize citizen rights, and treat people with dignity, then people were more likely to defer to the decisions of legal authorities. “People depend heavily upon their inferences about the intentions of the authority,” the authors wrote. “If the authorities are viewed as having acted out of a sincere and benevolent concern for those involved, people infer that the authorities’ actions were fair.”

Similarly, Tyler has found that law-abiding behavior can be encouraged where police exercise their authority over citizens through fair processes and with appropriate respect. In a study of adults in Chicago, for example, Tyler assessed the independent impact on compliance of people’s perceptions of a variety of factors, including felt obligation to obey the law and allegiance to, or support for, the relevant authority. These two factors – which roughly encapsulated perceived legitimacy of the justice system – were the single most important determinants in people’s deference to the law. Similarly, in a study of 1,656 adults in Oakland and Los Angeles, Tyler found that 30 percent of the variance in subjects’ overall assessment of the justice system’s legitimacy was derived from perceptions of their own interactions with the police. Ultimately, both studies suggest that the divergence between people’s perceptions of how the police should act versus their perceptions of how the police actually act is one of the most important indicators of law-abiding behavior.

This same effect is seen cross culturally. In a study of South Korean adults, researchers found that a perceived just distribution of punishment was one of the strongest predictors of compliance with the law. The study used data from surveys questioning citizens’ attitudes and opinions towards the police and comparing it to their willingness to cooperate with law enforcement. The justness of police decisions was measured by asking whether pedestrian stops, traffic stops, and arrests were allocated in a just and unbiased manner. The survey found that respondents who perceived the police as allocating outcomes fairly were more likely to comply than those who view the police as unjust in their dealings. An Australian study came
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to a similar conclusion, finding that people who viewed the police as delivering fair outcomes were more compliant towards law enforcement than those who did not.\footnote{Lyn Hinds & Kristina Murphy, \textit{Public Satisfaction with Police: Using Procedural Justice to Improve Police Legitimacy} 40 \textit{AUS. AND N.Z. J. OF CRIMINOLOGY} 27 (2007).}

6. Conclusion

The evidence reported in the above subsections confirm the common-sense notion that the reduction in the criminal law’s reputation for being a reliable moral authority will correspondingly reduce people’s willingness to defer to it, to comply with its demands, and to internalize its norms. A host of real-world case examples have been given, including American Prohibition, notorious corruption in turn-of-the-century New York, overly aggressive policing and over-punishment in 1960s Watts, Cold War divided Berlin, the collapse of the Soviet Union, and the anti-mask movement of the 1918 Spanish Flu. Where the community critique of the criminal justice system focuses on its failures of justice, those failures can spark vigilantism, as in the anti-police violence after the death of George Floyd, and in the anti-protester conduct of the McCloskeys and Kyle Rittenhouse. Even more compelling, however, may be the significant collection of controlled empirical studies, both in the United States and overseas, demonstrating the relationship between the criminal justice system’s moral credibility with the community and its ability to gain compliance, deference, and internalization.

B. A Response to Critics

Some critics argue that there is little empirical evidence that reduction in the moral credibility of the criminal law with the community will have an effect in reducing compliance.\footnote{See Ristroph, (2010) \textit{supra} note 2 at 1153 (arguing “In a country with active, if often contentious, discussions of the boundary between public and private, it is not at all clear that citizens expect or demand a close correspondence between the criminal law and their moral intuitions. And even if they do make that demand, it is not at all clear that society gains more by indulging the demand”); \textit{see also} Christopher Slobogin & Lauren Brinkley Rubinstein, \textit{Putting Desert In Its Place}, \textit{STAN. L. REV.} 77, 123-124 (2013) (reporting the results of a study, which “suggests that a failure to track community members views and punishment does not have a significant or lasting impact on their willingness to be law-abiding citizens”). However, Robinson and co-authors have critiqued this study and its methodology and found that “With this study SBR have not undermined empirical desert but rather confirmed it, giving it empirical support that it did not previously have.” Paul Robinson et al., \textit{Empirical Desert, Individual Prevention, and Limiting Retributivism} 17 \textit{NEW CRIM. L. REV.} 312, 340 (2014).} But this criticism simply ignores the existing evidence recounted in the previous section: the empirical studies that show a clear connection between reduced moral credibility and reduced compliance; the large collection of natural experiments that show this dynamic at work in the real world in a wide variety of situations with a wide variety of people from different cultures; and the empirical research and real-world case studies by social psychologists like Tom Tyler documenting an analogous dynamic between the system’s reputation for fair adjudication and police professionalism as affecting compliance. There is also an element of common sense to this dynamic given what is understood about human nature. History is filled with examples of revolt and rebellion against unfair and illegitimate rule. Why would the system’s loss of moral credibility with the community not result in less deference to it? Any assumption to the contrary would imply that people will happily consent to being governed by authorities they view as unjust. The critics have some work to do to discredit all of this evidence. What is their alternative explanation for the results in the empirical studies supporting the credibility-
compliance dynamic? For the results in the natural experiments? Since many are denying the link between the criminal justice system’s reputation and citizen compliance generally, they also need to provide an alternative explanation for the legitimacy-compliance dynamic shown in the “legitimacy” empirical studies and natural experiments.

Some critics point out that the research shows only a reduction in an intention to comply, not actual reduced compliance.\(^\text{118}\) Again, this simply ignores the existing evidence. It is true that social psychologists have not, and probably never will, be able to create and conduct a controlled experiment to show the dynamic. Few governments are likely to let the experimenters take over their criminal justice system in order to degrade its moral credibility in order to confirm an increase in lawlessness. However, we already have a large collection of natural experiments where a criminal justice system’s reputation has, because of current events, noticeably increased or decreased its moral credibility with a resulting show of corresponding change in compliance.\(^\text{119}\)

Other critics suggest that any reduced compliance is likely to be limited to the particular offense that the community sees as improper.\(^\text{120}\) Yet again, this is simply contrary to the existing evidence. The empirical studies show that criminal liability or punishment perceived as unjust makes subjects less willing to give deference, for example, by reporting a different offense or interpreting conviction for a different offense as suggesting the conduct is condemnable.\(^\text{121}\) Further, this criticism also conflicts with the natural experiments described, in which the system’s loss of moral credibility in one area of criminality increases crime rates and other related areas.\(^\text{122}\)

Some critics argue that the effect of reduced compliance only occurs where there is a dramatic reduction in moral credibility.\(^\text{123}\) But this criticism is inconsistent with the empirical data that shows that the relationship between moral credibility and compliance is not a step function with trigger points but rather a continuous function: a marginal reduction in moral

\(^\text{118}\) See Roberts & de Keijser supra note 2 at 489-490 (arguing that all variables are measures of attitudes and behavioral intentions, whereas the claim involves people’s behavior in response to the law and effectiveness of the criminal justice system: “The reported studies measured subjects’ respect for the law, and their behavioral intentions to cooperate, support, and comply with the law. As such, these studies, on which the book’s claims rest, remain at the level of attitudes and behavioral intentions of small samples of subjects undergoing experimental manipulations...In short, there is insufficient evidence for the effectiveness claims of empirical desert. Studies which measure actual behavior, not merely behavior intentions are necessary”).

\(^\text{119}\) See supra Part II(A)(4), Part II(A)(2).

\(^\text{120}\) See Rappaport supra note 2 at 806-807 (arguing that evidence for compliance effects of empirical desert is shaky because even though research indicates that people will be more willing to comply with a particular law that aligns more closely with their views, it does not necessarily indicate that people will comply with the law more generally: “In nearly all of the prior work Robinson cites, researchers investigated whether a law’s moral credibility affects the stated likelihood of compliance with that law, not with the law more generally...Existing research does not distinguish between the credibility of outcomes in individual cases and that of the system as a whole. In other words, the data do not show whether people regard a system as morally credible when outcomes an in individual cases are perceived as just but the systemic effects are not. After all, sentences are not the only systemic input that matters – budgets, police and prosecutorial discretion, and a host of other factors unrelated to sentencing go far toward determining how much punishment the system doles out and to whom”).

\(^\text{121}\) See supra Part II(A)(5).

\(^\text{122}\) See supra Part II(A)(2), Part II(A)(4).

\(^\text{123}\) See Simons supra note 2 at 662 (arguing, “It does not follow that the failure of states to conform their criminal legislation to their own constituents’ views will perceptibly undermine compliance with the law. It might turn out that so long as the major corpus of the criminal law in each state is in very rough accord with its citizens’ values, the power of internal moral sanctions will be maintained; discordance beyond that threshold might have virtually no effect”).
credibility will produce a corresponding marginal reduction in compliance. When subjects come into the laboratory, they have already formed some view about the criminal justice system’s reputation, based upon lots of exposure to media accounts, conversations with other people, etc. In the period of time that the researcher has them in the laboratory, the best the researcher can hope to do is to nudge that view of the system in one direction or another. Yet, the evidence shows that even this minor nudge results in a noticeable shift in the subjects’ willingness to comply, defer, and internalize. We know from empirical studies that ordinary people have extremely nuanced judgments of relative blameworthiness. It is not unreasonable to speculate that a person’s real-world exposure to a case they see as moderately disproportionate could provide as much of a nudge as the social scientist can provide by exposing the person to a case of greater disproportionality in a social psychology laboratory. Given subjects’ nuanced judgments of disproportionality, any disproportionality will contribute to their overall judgment of the system and, as noted above, there is not some trigger point at which the effect occurs but rather a continuous function in which an incremental reduction in credibility produces an incremental reduction in compliance.

Other critics suggest that if conflict with community views really undermines compliance, then the criminal justice system should have collapsed by now or should at least show signs that it is headed for collapse. Again, this ignores the continuous function relationship between moral credibility and compliance. It is not the case that any reduction in moral credibility will cause the criminal justice system to collapse. An incremental reduction in reputation simply creates a corresponding incremental reduction in compliance. Whatever the state of one’s criminal justice system at the moment, there is always value in attempting to

124 See supra Part II(A)(5).
126 See Roberts & de Keijser supra note 2 at 488 (arguing that there is no evidence that large segments of the community are deeply dissatisfied with the criminal justice system or that their dissatisfaction plays out in terms of their compliance with the law: “Our first question is whether the strong form of his argument is overstated. The arguments for empirical desert appear intuitively attractive. The argument predicts that without connecting to shared community intuitions the criminal justice system’s moral credibility will continue to decline, eventually leading to system failure. From an empirical point of view, this claim is problematic because it cannot be falsified by looking at existing criminal justice systems – which have yet to collapse. Why, in light of long-standing public criticism, have existing systems not yet lost all their moral credibility and collapsed? One answer may be that they are on the brink of collapse and it is simply a matter of time until the moral credibility reservoir is completely drained. The alternative explanation is that existing criminal justice systems already incorporate popular opinion in more diffuse and indirect ways, at least to the extent that it has protected the systems against total loss of moral credibility.... Moreover, there is a marked and fundamental difference between observing that the community views will be detrimental to the moral credibility and effectiveness of the justice system. Similarly, focusing on justificatory defenses (i.e. self-defense), Robinson concludes from one of his scenario studies that striking differences between community views and the criminal law indicate that large segments of the community are ‘deeply dissatisfied with the criminal justice system’. While the observation of a marked difference may be the result of empirical research, the stated implication is not”). Roberts and de Keijser challenge this notion, saying, “From an empirical point of view, this claim is problematic because it cannot be falsified by looking at existing criminal justice systems – which have yet to collapse. Why, in light of long-standing public criticism, have existing systems not yet lost all their moral credibility and collapsed? One answer may be that they are on the brink of collapse and it is simply a matter of time until the moral credibility is completely drained. The alternative explanation is that existing criminal justice systems already incorporate popular opinion in more diffuse and indirect ways, at least to the extent that it has protected the systems against a total loss of moral credibility.”
127 See supra Part II(A)(6).
improve its moral credibility, and there is always a compliance cost in letting its moral credibility slip.

Some critics point out that the empirical research suggests a mild reduction in compliance only upon exposing subjects to grossly disproportionate sentences, and thus, these critics suggest that there would be little real-world reduction in compliance from the run-of-the-mill disproportionality more common in the system. This view is misguided because it assumes that people in the real world would not be exposed to grossly disproportionate punishments like those used in the studies. In fact, the empirical studies identify a significant list of common criminal law doctrines that regularly produce what the community sees as disproportionate punishment: three strikes, felony murder, high penalties for drug offenses, strict liability, adult prosecution of juveniles, criminalizing regulatory violations, and narrowing the insanity defense. Further, many of the natural experiments don’t involve some particularly grossly disproportionate shocking case but rather a continuing stream of lesser disproportionality’s, which end up having the cumulative effect of reducing moral credibility and thereby increasing crime.

Some critics apparently concede that reduced moral credibility will lead to some reduction in compliance but argue that it would take more research to determine how much of a reduction it would create. Without this further research, such critics argue, we cannot determine whether this crime-control mechanism would provide better or worse crime-control than alternative distributive principles such as incapacitation of the dangerous or general deterrence. This is an important point, for if the justification for adopting maximizing moral
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128 See Rappaport supra note 2 at 807 (arguing that evidence detects only slight anticipated compliance effects from massively unjust sentences. We can presume that little to no effect would arise from mild injustices and their associated diminution of moral credibility: “Robinson’s own studies present lay participants with vignettes involving criminal sentences that, by conjecture, are grossly disproportionate to anticipated views of just desert. Learning of these sentences, Robinson finds, reduces participants’ expressed willingness to comply and cooperate with the law. Yet Robinson detects only slight anticipated compliance effects from massively unjust sentences, such as a fifty-year sentence for a nineteen-year-old who reasonably believed the minor with whom he had consensual sex was an adult”). See also Slobogin supra note 2 at 378 (arguing “Robinson appears to hold that failing to subscribe to empirical desert in most cases will result in noticeable disutility, whereas I am inclined to believe, in line with studies reported in Putting Desert in Its Place, that only significant, continuous, and highly publicized departures from law views will occasion the loss of compliance, cooperation, and respect that Robinson describes. People get upset about all sorts of things the government does – from Obamacare and surveillance to gun control and abortion. Changing the official stance on controversial issues to appease one group is likely to upset another. Whether the focus is criminal matters or something else, most people will not take their disgruntlement out on the system or on others, and those who do will be roughly equal in number regardless of which position government adopts”). (PHR: at some point we need to address the study that Slobogin published in the article that he cites here. It may be that we need not say anything more than that we have published a response to it that demonstrates that flaws in the study design and methodology mean that his results do not say what he claims they say, but instead serve to support our conclusions rather than to undermine them.
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credibility as a distributive principle is its crime-control advantages, then this comparison to other crime-control distributive principles is essential. This is the subject of Part VI, which concludes that the greatest strength of maximizing moral credibility as a distributive principle may be the weaknesses, sometimes disqualifying, of alternative crime-control principles.

III. The Determinants of Moral Credibility

Part II has shown that reduced moral credibility tends to reduce compliance, deference, and internalization. But one may ask: What determines the criminal law’s moral credibility with the community? There are many aspects of the criminal justice system that contribute to its reputation, including, as noted above with regard to Tom Tyler’s “legitimacy” research, the fairness of its adjudication procedures and the professionalism of its police. Our focus here is on its criminal law rules. What should be the distributive principle for criminal liability and punishment rules that will best promote and protect the criminal law’s moral credibility? We argue that typically this can best be done by rules that minimize criminal law’s conflicts with the community’s justice judgments.

A. Criminal Law’s Regular Conflicts with Community Views as Undermining Its Moral Credibility

We know from empirical studies that ordinary people think of criminal liability and punishment in terms of desert – offenders should get the punishment they deserve rather than, for example, the punishment that might best deter others or might best incapacitate dangerous offenders. Consider, for example, two empirical studies that explicitly tested the factors that drive ordinary people’s criminal liability and punishment judgments.

One study focused on whether ordinary people thought general deterrence or just deserts was the proper basis for imposing criminal liability and punishment.\textsuperscript{132} Participants were given short vignettes of harmdoing, which varied factors of the harmdoing that could affect the sentence.\textsuperscript{133} Subjects were then asked to recommend a punishment severity on two scales, ranging from not at all severe to extremely severe, and then not guilty to life sentence.\textsuperscript{134} The degree to which his or her sentence recommendation was influenced by each of the factors of wrongdoing provides a clue to the respondent’s underlying motivation for the punishment given. The variables used that would have a significant influence on a general deterrence distribution of criminal liability and punishment included the seriousness of the offense, the difficulty of detecting the particular type of crime, and in the publicity that the sentence received. These variables are all highly relevant in assessing liability and punishment based upon general deterrence.\textsuperscript{135} The variables used that would be highly relevant to a desert distribution included the seriousness of the offense, conditions of moral mitigation, such as, for example, whether or not the offender expressed remorse, and whether or not the offender

\textsuperscript{132} Kevin Carlsmith, John Darley & Paul Robinson, \textit{Why Do We Punish? Deterrence and Just Deserts as Motives for Punishment} 83 J. OF PERSONALITY AND SOC. PSYCH. 284, 284 (2002).
\textsuperscript{133} \textit{Id.} at 287-289.
\textsuperscript{134} \textit{Id.} at 289.
\textsuperscript{135} \textit{Id.} at 288-289.
committed her crime for ostensibly noble purposes.\textsuperscript{136} Several studies were conducted using these basic parameters, controlling for various components to determine the validity of the results.\textsuperscript{137} In their responses, participants appeared insensitive to general deterrence factors but highly sensitive to blameworthiness factors.\textsuperscript{138} Although participants expressed support for deterrence as a general goal of having criminal justice system on an abstract level, they failed to assign punishment in a way that was consistent with it as a distributive principle for criminal liability and punishment.

Another study tested whether ordinary people are more inclined to assign criminal liability and punishment according to just deserts criteria or to look to criteria relevant to the incapacitation of dangerous persons.\textsuperscript{139} Subjects in the study were given descriptions of a variety of harm-doing actions and were asked to assign punishments, using a 7-point Likert-type scale that asked for severity of punishment, and a more elaborate 13-point scale that provided actual prison sentences.\textsuperscript{140} In the various vignettes, the seriousness of the crime as well as the likelihood that the actor would commit other harms in the future, were altered.\textsuperscript{141} The authors examined the weights that people placed on just deserts or incapacitation considerations as they assigned punishments to wrongdoers.\textsuperscript{142} The results indicated that respondents’ natural inclinations more closely resembled just deserts judgements than incapacitation judgments.\textsuperscript{143} The seriousness of the act, indexed in large part by the degree of moral outrage it provokes, determined the degree of punishment respondents assigned for the offense.\textsuperscript{144}

In a second part of the study, respondents were given three test cases to determine whether respondents would be willing to incapacitate a dangerous offender rather than to assign him a just deserts punishment.\textsuperscript{145} In each case, a previously mild-mannered individual attacked and killed another person. In the control case, the actor killed out of a work-related jealousy; in another case, the actor killed a stranger because a previously undiscovered brain tumor caused the violent act, but the brain tumor was inoperable; and in the last case, the tumor was operable, so the individual was expected to become less dangerous if he received treatment. After reading the vignettes about the three offenders, the subjects were asked whether they would recommend incarceration in a prison, in a mental hospital, or whether they would set the person free.\textsuperscript{146} In the jealous rage case, a strong majority of subjects (86 \%) would send the offender to prison, as desert would require. In the brain tumor cases, where a majority of respondents saw the tumor is responsible for the offense rather than the actor, few subjects would send the offender to prison, whether the tumor was inoperable (7 \%) or operable (21 \%).\textsuperscript{147} In other words, the vast majority of respondents again saw criminal punishment (prison) as appropriate only where they saw the offender as blameworthy for the
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offense; dangerousness might be appropriate to civilly commit the person to an institution but could not be used as a basis for criminal liability and punishment.

In one study from 2006, researchers found that people are intuitively drawn to desert (“retributive”)–related information.\footnote{Kevin M. Carlsmith, The Roles of Retribution and Utility in Determining Punishment 42 J. EXPERIMENTAL SOC. PSYCH. 437 (2006).} In that study, subjects were given vignettes of crime and were presented with different categories of information about that crime – some with a desert bent, some with a deterrence bent, and some with an incapacitation bent.\footnote{Id. at 440.} A whopping 97 percent of subjects chose to consult desert-related information rather deterrence-related information or incapacitation-related information.\footnote{Id. at 445.} When, on a second survey, the same subjects were asked to sentence the offender and rate the confidence of their choices, those who had consulted desert materials were substantially more confident in their sentencing decisions, while those who consulted general deterrence or incapacitation materials exhibited far less confidence, indicating that they believed they had made poor choices.\footnote{Id. at 446.} Thus, desert instincts prevailed as the strongest and most comfortably intuitive for the subjects.

In another study from 2006, a narrower examination of people’s desert impulses found that people are unlikely to endorse a system of restorative justice that lacks retributive features.\footnote{Dena Gromet & John Darley, Restoration and Retribution: How Including Retributive Components Affects the Acceptability of Justice Procedures 19 SOC. JUSTICE RESEARCH 395 (2006).} The study asked subjects to read vignettes of crimes and assign the offenders to one of three courts.\footnote{Id. at 400.} The first court was purely restorative, with no punitive elements; the second court was mixed; and the third was desert-based only. The authors of the study found that people generally ascribed punishment according to desert principles. For higher levels of offending such as attempted rape or murder, none of the respondents accepted a purely restorative system.\footnote{Id. at 407.} As the authors explained, “These findings suggest that in order for citizens to view a restorative justice procedure as an acceptable alternative to the traditional court system for serious crimes, the procedure must allow for the option of some retributive measures.”\footnote{Id. at 430.}

In a 2008 study, researchers found that self-reported justifications for punishment bear little relation to actual punishment-related behavior, underlying most people’s subconscious inclination to punish along desert grounds.\footnote{Kevin Carlsmith, On Justifying Punishment: The Discrepancy Between Words and Actions 21 SOC. JUSTICE RESEARCH 119 (2008).} Participants completed an anonymous online experimental survey in which they were asked to sentence offenders based on varying vignettes and give reasons for their sentences.\footnote{Id. at 4.} Some scenarios were manipulated to encourage the participant to think about desert, while others were manipulated to encourage the participant to think about deterrence.\footnote{Id.} Participants then completed two further surveys, which assessed each participant’s endorsement of desert, deterrence, incapacitation, and rehabilitation.\footnote{Id. at 9.} The results showed that people’s self-reported punishment justifications did
not at all align with their actual punishment-related decisions. \(^{160}\) Even though people expressed support for deterrence-related or incapacitation policies, they abandoned these policies as soon as they realized that such policies failed to track blameworthiness proportionality.\(^{161}\)

It seems clear from this research that ordinary people normally expect and want criminal liability and punishment to be distributed according to an offender’s just desert, rather than according to principles of general deterrence or incapacitation of the dangerous. Thus, where offenders are over-punished or under-punished in regards to laypeople’s intuitions of a just desert-based punishment, one would expect laypeople to view the punishment as unjust.

Given the studies showing people's expectations and desires for the distribution of criminal liability and punishment, do criminal law rules that regularly conflict with the community’s justice judgments, by doing injustice or by failing to do justice, undermine the criminal law’s moral credibility? Again, the answer seems a matter of common sense. How could repeated conflicts with the community’s shared principles of justice not reduce the law’s credibility with the community?

Once again, though, we need not rely strictly on common sense because social psychology studies clearly confirm this dynamic. Some of the studies described above in Part II.A have already addressed this issue. For example, the “disillusionment” condition in the studies were sometimes created, quite successfully, by having subjects read about real-world cases in which the criminal law rules produced results that conflicted with community justice judgments. The studies did not assume that exposing the subjects to cases that conflicted with their justice judgments undermined the system’s moral credibility with them. They actually tested for and measured the loss in moral credibility.\(^{162}\)

In a 1986 study, researchers interviewed more than one thousand prison inmates and asked them about their perceptions of the fairness of the criminal justice system’s outcomes.\(^{163}\) The researchers defined such distributive fairness as “the perception that the outcome is deserved when judged not in relation to the amount of harm done, but rather in relation to the comparisons between one’s own outcome and the outcomes incurred by others.”\(^{164}\) The inmates were asked to rate the fairness of their sentences on five-point Likert scales from “very fair” to “very unfair.”\(^{165}\) The researchers found that perceived unfairness resulting from informal and discretionary procedures called the justice system’s credibility into question.\(^{166}\) Most notably, the inmates’ belief that they had been sentenced fairly was more closely tied to their perception of the legitimacy of the justice system than the actual magnitude of the sentence received.\(^{167}\) As the researchers explained, “routine departures from legalistic principles of due process create in the consumer a sense of injustice that undermines the legitimacy of legal authorities and thereby allows justification for past criminal activity and increases the likelihood of future criminality.”\(^{168}\)

In a similar 1988 study, researchers interviewed hundreds male defendants charged with felonies shortly after their arrest and after the disposition of their case in order to
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determine what factors most strongly influenced their perceptions of their satisfaction with the outcome of their case.\textsuperscript{169} The sentences received by the men ranged from time served to a prison term.\textsuperscript{170} The men were asked about the severity of their sentence, which was measured by the researchers in terms of three factors: months incarcerated, sentence type, and deviation from expected sentence.\textsuperscript{171} This estimation of severity was compared with the results of questions regarding distributive justice – focusing on the defendant’s evaluation of how his sentence compared with those of similar defendants convicted of the same crime – as well as procedural justice – focusing on the defendants’ perceptions of the fairness of the process by which he was treated.\textsuperscript{172} The study found that the defendants had more confidence in the outcome of their case and trust in the criminal justice system where they felt that their sentence was fair.\textsuperscript{173}

In a 1972 study, dozens of defendants were interviewed researchers about their perceptions of fairness of the sentences they received.\textsuperscript{174} The study found that the defendants focused most intently on the process of plea bargaining, specifically making the best possible bargain and arranging a quick release.\textsuperscript{175} The defendants felt that the plea bargain exemplified the “lying” and “deceitfulness” of the system writ large because sentencing depended not on deterrence, or rehabilitation, or retribution, but rather on the “way the bargaining game is played.”\textsuperscript{176} They told researchers that using the plea bargain they felt that the justice system was just “a game to be played” or a “ritual” to be performed where the smart defendants were able to totally evade punishment. Plea bargaining made the men were distrustful of the system because it reminded them of the criminal environments where many of the men came from.\textsuperscript{177} The author of the study concluded that the effect of plea bargaining was to undercut the moral authority of the criminal justice system and contribute to defendant cynicism.\textsuperscript{178}

Several studies make an analogous point in the context of establishing or undermining the legitimacy of police. In 2008, Meares et al., for example, conducted a nationwide study on how the public judges the appropriateness of police conduct.\textsuperscript{179} (Greater perceived legitimacy, recall, produces greater compliance.) One component of the study was a questionnaire revolving around citizens’ perceptions and evaluations of police-citizen encounters from their own experience. Another component was an experimental design testing citizens’ perceptions and evaluations of police-citizen interactions in videos they were shown, in which the police exercise varying degrees of authority over the person they stopped, including verbal commands and physical force.\textsuperscript{180} After watching the videos, respondents were asked to evaluate the fairness of the police-citizen encounter, answering questions such as “Did the police act neutrally?” and “Were the police respectful?”\textsuperscript{181} Controlling for race, age, and gender, the
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authors found that the perceived legitimacy of policing is based on how people see officers exercising their authority and how professional they appear.\textsuperscript{182} “Where officers listen to people, explain the basis of their actions, treat them respectfully, and acknowledge people’s concerns in the situation, they are trusted and viewed as acting professionally,” the authors found.\textsuperscript{183}

The empirical studies reported here confirm the commonsense notion that regular conflicts with community views in the allocation of criminal liability and punishment will reduce the criminal law’s moral credibility. (And regular conflicts with community notions of fairness and professionalism in adjudication and policing will reduce the system’s legitimacy.)

B. A Response to Critics

Most critics have not explicitly disputed the claim that regular conflicts with community’s justice judgments undermine the system’s moral credibility.\textsuperscript{184} Some expressly concede it,\textsuperscript{185} but some critics have argued that ordinary people look to a host of social and cultural factors other than desert in judging appropriate criminal liability and punishment. Thus, conflicts with community justice judgments would not necessarily be disillusioning. Indeed, the failure to deviate from community justice judgments could itself be disillusioning in those cases where the community is relying upon non-desert factors in judging appropriate criminal liability and punishment.\textsuperscript{186} But this criticism simply ignores the empirical evidence that ordinary people focus on desert in assessing proper criminal liability and punishment, as the studies described in the previous section show.\textsuperscript{187}

Even if one found that citizens, fearing for their own personal safety, for example, were willing to compromise their commitment to desert by taking into account some non-desert
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\textsuperscript{184} Rappaport, Sigler, Denno, and Kolber do not analyze the issue.

\textsuperscript{185} Ristroph explicitly concedes the point. “Alternatively, one could argue (as Robinson does) that whatever the metaphysical status of desert, the criminal justice system will control crime more effectively if it corresponds to popular beliefs about desert. That seems plausible. But remember: beliefs about desert are not fixed independently of sentencing policy. When community intuitions fail to correspond to policy, it is not obvious which should or will change to match the other...Desert rhetoric need not be fatal to reform, because desert is elastic. If we do scale back criminal sentences, and if we can generate popular support for such sentencing reforms, desert conceptions will adjust to view the new sentences as appropriate.” See Ristroph (2009) supra note 2 at 49.

\textsuperscript{186} See Slobogin supra note 2 at 386-387 (arguing that people look to factors other than moral blameworthiness when asked to assign punishment: “Desert certainly plays a role in lay persons’ decisions about punishment (a conclusion that a number of our studies support), but it is not the sole consideration. If that is so, creating a criminal justice system that orders punishment solely on the basis of desert may create dissatisfaction with the criminal law, which is something Robinson wants to avoid. However, RBL also state that the facts that we thought would suggest a greater or lesser need for preventive sanctions – namely, prior crimes, a willingness to undergo treatment, apology, and restitution, and a vow to recidivate – are also consistent with desert”; See also Slobogin supra note 2 at 393 (‘What RBL are calling the ‘moral credibility’ of the law may also hinge on the law’s allegiance to prevention factors independently of desert factors...All of this could be beside the point if divergence from the modal punishment assigned by lay people has little or no effect on the moral credibility of the law, or if any such effect it does have does not lead to serious real-world impacts in terms of compliance, cooperation, and related desideratum’).”

\textsuperscript{187} Slobogin relies upon his own study as showing that people do not necessarily think and punishment in terms of just deserts. See Slobogin supra note 2 at 386-387 (“Desert certainly plays a role in lay persons’ decisions about punishment (a conclusion that a number of our studies support), but not the sole consideration”). However, as Robinson and co-authors have shown in their response to Slobogin’s article, a close examination of Slobogin’s methodology and results suggest that they in fact support Robinson’s claim rather than undermining it. Paul
criteria, it hardly follows that this deviation from desert would boost the criminal justice system’s moral credibility. On the contrary, the citizens themselves might well see the deviation as an unfortunate practical compromise for their safety, hardly something that they are proud of, and hardly something that improves the system’s moral credibility with them. (Rather than doing justice, the empirical studies suggest that people might prefer, for example, to use of a civil commitment system to protect them from dangerous, blameless persons, and to preserve the criminal justice system’s focus strictly on desert.)

One critic argues that there are a number of factors, beyond unjust results, that can affect the criminal justice system’s overall reputation. We completely agree. As we noted in Part II, for example, a criminal justice system’s reputation for fair adjudication and professional policing will affect its reputation. One can call it the system’s “legitimacy” as Tom Tyler does or can include it in the system’s “moral credibility” as this critic seems to. But there is nothing in this that takes away from the value of generally tracking community justice judgments to maximize the system’s moral credibility within the community. Deference, compliance, and internalization can be increased by improving the system’s reputation in both respects. The fact that procedural fairness and police professionalism can help does nothing to take away from the fact that doing justice and avoiding injustice in allocating liability and punishment can also help. Indeed, as noted above, the empirical evidence suggests that these two forces tend to reinforce one another.

Another critic argues that: “There is no good reason why empirical desert should induce compliance among laypeople if they are true retributivists.” In other words, it’s not empirical data about the community’s views that matters to people, but rather their own views about what is just. But we have never argued that the ordinary person is a good consequentialist who will want to support empirical desert because of its crime-control benefits. On the contrary, the ordinary person will be more inclined to comply because they see a criminal law that, by their own personal view of just deserts, is in fact doing justice and avoiding injustice. Our calculations may be based on a data-driven empirical desert, but people will experience results is what they see as true deontological desert.

This critic wants to claim that this is a form of “exploitation” of ordinary people, because one is pretending that the system is retributivist (based on deontological desert) when in fact it is consequentialist (based upon empirical desert). But while this philosopher may well get worked up about whether the creation of liability rules are properly motivated – by the reasoning of deontological desert rather than the consequentialism of empirical desert – are we to assume that ordinary people care, or even understand, the difference? To them, either the
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results are just or they are not. The theoretical motivations in the head of the lawmaker back when the rule was created have no practical relevance for ordinary people.

IV. Constructing a Distributive Principle that Promotes Moral Credibility by Minimizing Conflicts with Community Views

One might conclude that there is indeed crime-control value in trying to maximize the criminal law’s moral credibility with the community by generally tracking empirical desert, but nonetheless conclude that such a practice is not possible, or at least not practical. How could such a maximize-moral-credibility distributive principle be constructed?

A. Tracking Empirical Desert

One can imagine any number of potential obstacles to constructing such a distributive principle. Perhaps justice such a complex judgment that everybody simply has their own personal view about everything? Perhaps people's justice judgments are just general vague notions, nothing that could be used to produce the specific rules required by a criminal code or sentencing guidelines? Perhaps the proposed distributive principle can’t realistically be operationalized because people’s justice judgments are constantly changing, and this makes it impractical or at least expensive to maintain such a distributive principle?

Is justice such a complex judgment that everybody simply has their own personal view about everything? The empirical evidence suggests otherwise. On some issues, there is in fact a high degree of agreement across demographics. Many of these areas of high agreement might be called the “core of wrongdoing” because they concern such fundamental offenses as physical injury to others, taking property without consent, and deceit in exchanges. Consider one study that had subjects rank order 24 scenarios according to overall blameworthiness, deserved punishment. The kinds of offenses in the scenarios represent 94.9% of the offenses committed in the United States. The results show a Kendall’s W of 0.95 for in-person subjects and 0.88 for Internet subjects — an astounding result. One can’t normally get this level of agreement except in observational studies, as with asking subjects to judge the relative brightness of dot clusters. Where subjects are asked for something beyond the purely observational, to have this high level of agreement the analytic task requested must be almost intuitional.

Are people's justice judgments just general vague notions, nothing that could be used to produce the specific rules required by a criminal code or sentencing guidelines? The empirical studies suggest that even uneducated people have very sophisticated and nuanced judgments about justice. Small changes in facts produce predictable changes in blameworthiness judgments. People’s judgments don’t tie a particular level of blameworthiness to a particular punishment level, but because ordinary people can distinguish so many cases along the blameworthiness continuum, and because the punishment continuum contains a finite number of points (meaningful differences require larger units as the length of imprisonment gets longer), people’s judgments about the relative blameworthiness of a case against all other cases end up putting the case at a particular point on the punishment continuum. This is not because there is some magical connection between that amount of blameworthiness and that
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amount of punishment, but rather because it is that single point on the punishment continuum that puts the case in its proper ordinal rank in relation to all other cases. If the endpoint of the punishment continuum changes, so too will the punishment location of each case on the continuum.

The endpoint of the punishment continuum is not something on which people’s judgments are fixed. We see significant endpoint differences among different societies, which confirms how malleable the endpoint judgment is. Judgments of relative blameworthiness, in contrast, especially concerning the core of wrongdoing, are not so malleable. This is confirmed by the fact that we find the same rank ordering of most crime scenarios across demographics and cultures.195

This high level of agreement on relative blameworthiness within the core of wrongdoing is not a surprise when one considers that people’s judgments of justice are in some significant part a feature of human evolutionary development.196 And this is consistent with evidence suggesting that many justice judgments are in large part intuitional, rather than the product of conscious reasoning.197

As one moves out from the core of wrongdoing, disagreements among people do appear. Downloading music from the Internet without a license can be seen as analogous to traditional theft but is not itself a physical taking without consent. Thus, while there may be strong agreement on issues relating to the core of physical taking, there will be disagreement on the downloading issue depending upon the extent to which a person has accepted the analogy between unlicensed downloading and physical taking.

Given that there is disagreement on some issues, doesn’t that mean that it is simply impossible to track community views? No. As the studies cited in Part II make clear, there is no magical trigger point of moral credibility below which a criminal justice system will collapse. Rather, the credibility-compliance relationship is a continuous one. Any loss of credibility – perhaps because the law has adopted a majority view and the minority is thereby incrementally disillusioned – will create some corresponding incremental loss in compliance with those people. But this incremental loss in this minority on this issue does not alter the value of trying to maximize moral credibility with as much of the community as possible.

The critical point here is to see that tracking empirical desert is not something to be done for its own sake but rather is generally the best approach to building moral credibility with the community. The real question for the criminal code or sentencing guideline drafters is: what position will cause the least alienation and disillusionment among the population generally?

In some cases, this may not be the strict majority view. One can imagine an issue upon which the majority holds one view but without much strength of feeling, while a significant minority holds a contrary view with very strong feelings. To them, a criminal law that conflicts with this view would necessarily suffer an enormous loss of moral credibility. Thus, under the right circumstances, the criminal code or sentencing guidelines drafters would best protect and promote the system’s moral credibility by adopting the minority view.

Perhaps the proposed distributive principle can’t realistically be operationalized because people’s justice judgments are constantly changing, and this makes it impractical or at least expensive to maintain such a distributive principle. However, the vast majority of issues that must be reflected in a criminal code or sentencing guidelines do not change – this is certainly
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true of criminal laws core principles of wrongdoing and blameworthiness— and those issues that do change tend to shift only slowly. In the last decade or two we have seen a variety of developments resulting in criminal law changes, including, for example, the decriminalization of same-sex intercourse, the increased criminalization of unconsented to intercourse, and new offenses required by advances in technology. While this latest period has been a whirlwind of activity compared to previous eras, even these latest developments represent a new trivial portion of the issues that need to be decided by criminal code or sentencing guideline drafters.

B. A Response to Critics

We have already noted and responded to several sorts of criticisms about the feasibility of constructing a criminal code or sentencing guidelines based upon a distributive principle of maximizing moral credibility. First, the claim that such a project is not possible because there is no such thing as the community view—essentially the argument that everyone disagrees about everything—is simply not consistent with empirical evidence. The significant agreement across demographics on many core principles was hidden from us for some time because the agreement concerned the rank ordering of cases, while researchers were focused instead on levels of severity. That is, while different communities might disagree on how severely to punish murder, they generally agree that murder deserves more punishment than rape, which in turn deserves more punishment than theft, and so on.

Second, the claim that constructing a criminal liability and punishment system based upon community justice judgments is not possible because people’s judgments are only rough, general feelings, is simply inconsistent with the evidence. People’s blameworthiness judgments, even people with little or no education, are generally nuanced and sophisticated. Ordinary people may not be very good at articulating the blameworthiness principles that they use, but even small changes in the offense situation can produce significant and predictable changes in people’s justice assessment.

Third, some critics have argued that the existence of controversial issues creates intractable problems for the project. Other critics relatedly argue that the existence of issues
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upon which there are disagreements within the community means that by accommodating the views of one group one is necessarily alienating the other group.203

But these critics don’t see the bigger picture. It is easy for academics in particular to focus on the points of controversy – such as disagreements about the criminalization of same-sex intercourse, or some other hot issue of the day – but the criminal code and sentencing guideline drafters have hundreds or thousands of issues to deal with, very few of which have such controversy. The primary work of a distributive principle is to give an answer to each of those thousands of diverse issues: criminalizing risk creation, the objective requirements of complicity, omission liability, desistance and renunciation in attempt, use of deadly force in self-defense, use of force in defense of property, citizens law enforcement authority, offense culpability requirements and mistake defenses, culpability requirements for complicity, voluntary intoxication, the individualization of the objective standard of negligence, formulations of the insanity defense, the immaturity defense, the involuntary intoxication defense, the duress defense, the entrapment defense, grading distinctions among sexual offenses, the felony murder rule, causation requirements, punishment of multiple offenses, and more. (Even in its present early stages of research, empirical studies on ordinary people’s justice judgments already exist for every issue on this list.204) In the real world, the work of the criminal justice system that forms ordinary people’s judgments about the justness of its results involves a lot more than the hot issue of the day.

It is true that a particularly controversial issue requires the special attention of code and sentencing guideline drafters. The greater the media attention to an issue, the greater the possibility for undermining the system’s moral credibility, at least with regard to that issue in the short term. It is the long-term reputation of the system, of course, that matters in people’s assessment of the system’s general reputation as a reliable moral authority, but its handling of the current hot issue of the day remains important.

Does the existence of such a controversial issue present an existential threat to maximizing moral credibility as a distributive principle? No. The analytic process for criminal code and sentencing guideline drafters would be the same as with any other of the thousands of issues on which they must take a position. What position will most effectively promote and protect the criminal law’s moral credibility with the community? As noted above, this may not be simply a matter of adopting the majority view.

V. Philosophical, Political, and Ideological Objections

The previous sections have responded to critics’ attacks on the key elements supporting the proposed distributive principle: that reduced moral credibility incrementally reduces the criminal law’s crime-control effectiveness, that regular conflicts with community justice judgments reduce the criminal law’s moral credibility, and that it is feasible to use such a distributive principle to construct a criminal code, sentencing guidelines, and sentencing policy directives. But there remain a series of other criticisms that have been offered that go beyond these points, criticisms based primarily upon the philosophical, political, or ideological preferences of the critics.
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A. The Proposed Distributive Principle Would Necessarily Produce Draconian Sentences

A common complaint is that relying upon community views would necessarily produce a draconian system of punishment, and one need only look at the current state of criminal law liability and punishment doctrines to confirm this. Today’s punishment system is quite harsh. As one critic noted, “A majority of the country continues to support the death penalty and still believes that courts are too lenient. Well under 20 percent of Americans think that prison conditions are too harsh.”205 In light of people’s apparently harsh and draconian beliefs about punishment, “populism makes criminal justice more, not less, severe,” this critic argues.206 “The movements to rein in [indeterminate sentencing as a mechanism of mercy] were fueled by the same distrust of experts and elites that the democratizers espouse today, boosted by harsh popular views.”207

But these criticisms confuse “populism” generally with the proposal here that criminal liability and punishment rules be constructed to avoid conflicts with community justice judgments. The empirical evidence shows that ordinary people, as opposed to politicians and political advocates, do not in fact have the draconian sensibilities that the critics assume.

Consider, for example, a study that tested ordinary people’s views on a wide variety of current crime-control doctrines, including felony murder, the three-strikes rule, the criminalization of regulatory violations, the narrowing of the insanity defense, high penalties for drug offenses, adult prosecution of juveniles, and the use of strict liability. Subjects were given scenarios describing twelve real-world cases that illustrate the operation of one of these, crime-control doctrines. The research reveals that such doctrines clearly do not reflect community views. Just the opposite; they dramatically conflict with them.208 They may well be consistent with the coercive crime-control strategies of general deterrence or incapacitation of the dangerous, but they have the effect of disconnecting criminal punishment from community notions of justice.

In the study, subjects were asked to rank order the twelve modern crime-control cases and twelve “milestone” cases – cases that previous research has shown provide milestones along the full length of the punishment continuum with a high degree of agreement across demographics. When the 24 cases are rank ordered, one can see just how serious the respondents thought the crime-control cases were in relation to each one of the milestone cases. The crime-control cases, which have draconian penalties in law, were in fact perceived by the subjects as being dramatically less serious and blameworthy than the law treats them. For example, in one case where the three-strikes doctrine was applied to a minor fraud, ultimately resulting in a life sentence for the offender, the subjects viewed the overall deserved punishment as somewhat more serious than stealing a microwave from a house and somewhat less serious than a minor assault at a record store. The subjects gave a sentence of 2.3 years and 3.9 years respectively, for these offenses – significantly less than the life sentence that air conditioning fraudster received.

The size of the disconnect between laypeople’s intuitions and the actual results delivered by the criminal justice system is telling not only as a predictor of public disillusionment, but also as an indicator that legislative aims are out of touch with public needs. Note, for example, that the coercive crime-control cases here are not cases in which some
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renegade prosecutor or rogue judge tricked the system but rather are cases where the crime-control doctrine is being lawfully applied as designed. The air conditioning fraud case discussed above went to the U.S. Supreme Court where the conviction and life sentence were affirmed.

The figure below visually displays the dramatic nature of the law-community conflict revealed by the study. Note Case F, the air conditioning fraud case, on the right-hand margin. The solid line to the center indicates where on the punishment continuum the subjects placed this case, close to the three-year mark. The dashed sloping line indicates the punishment that was actually imposed, life imprisonment.

The important point here is to see on the right-hand side the dramatic difference between the solid lines and the corresponding dashed lines for each case. The enormity of the law-community conflict is emphasized by the fact that the punishment scale in this graphic is exponential, not linear. Each of the large dots, 1 through 8, represents typically a doubling of punishment – the standard structure of criminal code offense grade categories in the United States. Thus, if the difference between the solid line and the dashed line for any case were only
the difference between 4 and 5 on the punishment scale, that small difference on the scale means that the offender got twice the punishment that the subjects thought was deserved. In fact, the community-law differences are all dramatically more than that.

How could such a conflict occur in a democracy? It is not the draconian justice judgments of ordinary people that are producing these modern crime-control doctrines but rather politicians’ reliance on coercive crime-control theories like general deterrence and incapacitation of the dangerous — crime-control theories developed and pressed in the past largely by academics. Having criminal liability and punishment rules track community views could be an effective way of short-circuiting these injustice-producing doctrines.

Still, some critics say that even the sentences imposed by the subjects in the study described above are too high. As one critic noted, “Although the sentences they chose were, on average, much more lenient than those imposed in the actual cases on which they were based, they were still quite substantial . . . . My own sense is that most of these sentences are ‘harsh’.” We may well agree with this critic's personal sensibilities, but that still does not provide the basis for a conclusion that the proposed distributive principle would necessarily condemn us to harsh penalties. While the principle of blameworthiness proportionality may be permanently fixed in ordinary people’s minds, we know from existing evidence that the general severity level of the punishment continuum is not. Different societies have significantly different endpoints on their punishment continua, indicating different accepted levels of harshness. And nothing in the proposed distributive principle calls for higher rather than lower severity.

To maintain moral credibility, the criminal justice system cannot at any given time fall too far below the general severity level that exists in the community’s mind at that moment. However, one could nudge the endpoint of the punishment continuum incrementally lower on a regular basis. Reducing it five percent every year or two, for example, is not likely to be enough to undermine the system’s moral credibility, and people will simply adjust their expectations accordingly. Indeed, we have seen just such a dynamic after the enactment of the federal truth-in-sentencing legislation that did away with early release on parole. Sentences imposed in court dropped dramatically because they were now real sentences, not sentences subject to parole commission release before one-third of the sentence was served. While there was some initial upset, it soon passed, and people simply adopted the new sentences as establishing the new severity norm.

Of course, we may all have our own personal preferences about how severe punishment should be, but that does not make them the truth of the proper severity level. Ultimately, the proper endpoint of the punishment continuum is a political question for which any liberal democracy ought to take into account community preferences. But the point is that those preferences are malleable and to the extent that one has persuasive arguments for reducing the punishment continuum endpoint, as community views shift toward lower severity the
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proposed distributive principle would demand that the criminal law rules and policies shift as well.

Further, there is good reason to think that the adoption of maximizing moral credibility through empirical desert as a distributive principle would immediately require a reduction in the sentences imposed for most serious offenses. At the moment, most serious offenses are given the same punishment at the high-end point of the punishment continuum – death, life, 30 years, or whatever the maximum might be. As we have shown, however, people prefer strict blameworthiness proportionately, and thus the lay intuitions captured by empirical desert would likely encompass such a demand. Under a moral credibility distributive principle that required strict blameworthiness proportionality, the serious blameworthiness differences present in the most serious cases must be given voice. In other words, most of the sentences for serious offenses must be forced down from the punishment continuum endpoint in order to distinguish the more egregious cases from the less egregious cases. And, indeed, the punishment continuum endpoint must be reserved for the most egregious case that could come along, as some proposed and enacted criminal codes adopting this principle note.214 (One implication of this might be that, while the death penalty might remain on the books, it might never be used because it would be inappropriate if one could imagine a more egregious case than the case at hand, which one probably always can imagine.215) Ultimately, a punishment system based on the distributive principle of maximizing moral credibility, generally by tracking empirical desert, is likely to be less punitive than its coercive crime-control rivals of general deterrence or incapacitation of the dangerous.

B. The Proposed Distributive Principle Is Unprincipled and Meaningless

In addition to their concerns about empirical desert’s propensity for harsh punishment, a number of critics dismiss the proposed distributive people as unprincipled and meaningless. “One aspect of this claim is particularly worrisome, and that is the implicit rejection of principle per se. Populist sentencing, rebranded as ‘normative crime control’ is proposed as the guiding factor at the expense of principled sentencing,” one critic has written.216 Another has commented: “Once desert is untethered from the retributive principle of an eye for an eye, what does it mean to say that someone deserves a particular punishment? Not much – or rather, almost anything you like.”217

These criticisms seem to assume that we offer empirical desert as a substitute for more philosophers’ deontological desert, and that it fails in that role. But we have never made such a
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claim. Maximizing moral credibility by tracking empirical desert as determined by social psychologists is offered for its consequentialist crime-control benefits. Deontological desert, as espoused by moral philosophers, seeks to develop the truth of justice through the reasoning of argument and analysis. We have always been careful and explicit in distinguishing the two.\(^\text{218}\)

Perhaps some of these critics know that we have been careful to distinguish deontological and empirical desert. Their real objection is just that: that empirical desert is not deontological desert. That is, perhaps they see value only in the principled, reasoned assessment of desert from moral philosophers, which empirical desert is not. We would agree that there is value in such philosophical work. It can provide a useful basis for contributing to the public conversation that can help shape community justice judgments. But as Part VI.C. below demonstrates, deontological desert, by its own terms, simply cannot produce a criminal code or sentencing guidelines.

The distributive principle proposed here is indeed “principled;” it simply has a consequentialist principle – the system’s increased moral credibility reduces crime – rather than a deontological one. And it is not meaningless; it simply has a meaning other than deontological desert.

C. “Community Sentencing,” “Cherry Picking,” and the Public as Bad Policy Makers

A number of criticisms have been offered that more than anything suggest a misunderstanding of what is being proposed. These criticisms, which encompass a wide assortment of flawed interpretations of empirical desert, are addressed below.

Some critics complain that the proposed distributive principle is one that involves “community sentencing” and such would be dangerous and unwise.\(^\text{219}\) We agree that community sentencing would be dangerous and unwise. Community sentencing of individual cases would be seriously unwise because community views about a specific case could well be distorted by media misstatements of the facts, or subconscious or conscious biases arising from the particular offender or offense situation.\(^\text{220}\)

It’s hard to know why these critics would think we would propose such a thing. It has been made explicit from the start of this work sometime ago that the proposal is for a distributive principle of criminal liability and punishment that sets rules and policies; it does not adjudicate individual cases. As one of us wrote more than a dozen years ago, for example, the proposal “envisions a set of liability and punishment rules to be applied identically to all defendants; it is not the community’s view of deserved punishment in a particular case that is relevant here. Further, in collecting data to construct the rules, real cases, especially publicly known cases, typically are not a useful source. People’s views on such cases are commonly

\(^{218}\) See e.g., Robinson supra note 178 at 152-53 (“The deontological conception of desert is based upon reasoned analysis from principles of right and good, which produce a transcendent notion of justice independent of the intuitions of justice of the community. The empirical conception of desert has no such independent basis...Perhaps even more important than such differences in blameworthiness judgments are the differences between the underlying theories that drive the two conceptions of desert and that thereby shape their application. In its most fundamental form, the difference is this: The special value of the empirical conception of desert is its utilitarian effectiveness in crime-control; the special value of the deontological conception of desert is its ability to produce true principles of justice independent of personal or community opinion”).

\(^{219}\) See Robinson (2007) supra note 1 at 43 (Explaining that one of the criticisms of empirical desert is that “While a community may share a view that certain conduct is immoral or certain punishment is just, such views do not make it so. Witness the cases of slave holders in the pre-Civil War south”).

\(^{220}\) See Denno supra note 2 at 752-758.
biased by political or social context or by other factors, such as race, that all would agree have no proper role in setting principles of justice.”

One of the strengths of empirical desert’s social scientific methods of testing lay intuitions is that they can give a true sense of community justice judgments free of these distortion effects. The scenarios used to test subjects do not include factors that the community generally agrees would be inappropriate to affect the liability and punishment decision, such as the race of the offender. On the whole, people seem likely to see greater moral credibility in a criminal law that screened out these undesirable distortions.

But at least one critic apparently sees this aspect of empirical desert as a weakness rather than a strength. In what is referred to as the “cherry-picking challenge,” the critic argues that empirical desert theorists seek to capture only particular aspects of punishment intuitions that best align with their goals. “Empirical desert advocates have yet to show why the particular intuitions they examine are the ones most likely to help us improve compliance. Rather, they often screen out certain intuitions in ways that seem designed to promote more deontologically-justified policies. In so doing, they seem to shift into a justificatory mode that imports non-consequentialist values and undermines empirical desert’s consequentialist foundations,” this critic explains. “To be clear, I am not arguing that empirical desert advocates should query angry, biased, or drug addicted subjects. Rather, I claim that advocates must defend their choices.”

The defense is not difficult to provide: from their own life experience, ordinary people know the difference between an angry reaction and a thoughtful response that attempts to be fair-handed and unbiased. While they themselves might even be regularly guilty of the former, they will respect and give deference to a criminal justice system that tries to do the latter. Adopting this approach does not require the empirical desert advocate to become a retributivist, as is suggested. It simply requires asking what characteristics the general community would find to be admirable and what characteristics it would find to be inappropriate in judging criminal liability and punishment.

Finally, some critics complain that ordinary people are simply too uninformed about matters important to criminal justice policy to be consulted in designing the system. A more specific challenge of the same sort asks whether the public wants a distributive principle based
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upon empirical desert.\textsuperscript{226} This sort of criticism asks whether people wouldn’t prefer a distributive principle designed by experts rather than by their peers.

Once again, though, this criticism misunderstands empirical desert’s function. As we have said earlier, we do not propose relying upon community views about criminal justice policy approaches such as what distributive principle to use. Rather, we recommend consulting community justice judgments to understand what will make the criminal justice system be seen as more morally credible to the community. Thus, even though we can actually discern what distributive principle the community would want – one based upon their conception of desert, as the empirical studies have made clear\textsuperscript{227} – we are not following the community’s view here because we think they are the best policymakers but rather because their views on this point tell us how best to enhance the system’s reputation with them.

VI. Is There a Better Distributive Principle Than Maximizing Moral Credibility through Empirical Desert?

Whatever one may conclude about the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed distributive principle – maximizing moral credibility through empirical desert – the ultimate question in shaping criminal law and sentencing rules is whether maximizing moral credibility is the best distributive principle or whether, all things considered, there is a better one, perhaps general deterrence, incapacitation of the dangerous, or deontological desert. We will explain in Part VII that a moral credibility-based distributive principle does have some weaknesses, although not those claimed by its critics, but all alternative distributive principles have much greater weaknesses, some of which may be altogether disqualifying. Thus, this Part examines these competing distributive principles and demonstrates the seriousness of their problems. We conclude that the greatest strength of maximizing moral credibility as a distributive principle may be the weaknesses inherent in all alternatives. Robinson has written a good deal on the subject,\textsuperscript{228} but let us quickly sketch the nature of our criticisms against the various distributive principles with whom moral credibility is said to compete.

A. General Deterrence

General deterrence can be an effective crime-control mechanism in principle, but rarely in practice.\textsuperscript{229} Having a criminal justice system that imposes punishment on wrongdoers certainly has a general deterrent effect. Less clear, however, is the effectiveness of general deterrence as the distributive principle for criminal liability and punishment – that is, setting liability and punishment rules so as to maximize their efficient general deterrent effect.

For a rule formulation to enhance general deterrence, it must meet at least three prerequisites. First, the intended audience must know of the rule. Second, the intended audience must be rational calculators who can and will behave in a way that promotes their self-interest in light of the rule. And third, their cost-benefit analysis under the rule must suggest that the cost of the contemplated violation outweigh its benefit.

\textsuperscript{226} Ristroph (2010) \textit{supra} note 2 at 1168 (“If, as Robinson suggests, some democratically enacted laws such as California’s three strikes law are inconsistent with empirical desert, one might ask whether there is a majoritarian preference for laws aligned with moral intuitions”).
\textsuperscript{227} See \textit{supra} Part II(A)(5).
\textsuperscript{228} Robinson \textit{supra} note 189 at 21–98, 141–207.
\textsuperscript{229} \textit{id.} at 21-95.
Unfortunately, rarely do these prerequisites exist in the real world. First, the empirical research suggests that the target audience rarely knows the law. Even when they think they know, they commonly have it wrong.\textsuperscript{230} Academics and politicians spend a good deal of time agonizing over the formulation and adoption of coercive crime-control doctrines, such as a felony-murder rule, the three-strikes rule, the use of strict liability, and other crime-control doctrines. But when the drug addict is standing outside the convenience store deciding whether to go in and rob it, what are the chances that he will know whether his jurisdiction has a felony-murder rule and, if so, what variation it has. No doubt the jurisdiction spent enormous energy debating just these issues, but it is more than likely that those debates are all wasted on the would-be robber.

Second, even if people did know the legal rules, available research suggests that the target audience is more often than not anything but rational calculators. Instead, their decisions are heavily influenced by mental or emotional disturbance; drug use or addiction; group influence, especially by gangs; impulsiveness; and an indifference or inattentiveness to consequences.

Finally, even if the target audience did know the legal rules and were rational calculators, a general deterrent effect is possible only if the rational calculations suggest that the costs of the wrongdoing outweigh the benefits. Yet, the capture and punishment rate for most offenses are so low – commonly less than 100 to 1 for offenses other than homicide – that the target audience commonly sees the benefits as outweighing the costs. More importantly, the result of the calculation depends not on the reality of the situation but rather on the potential offender’s perception of it. Thus, when the empirical evidence suggests that many if not most potential offenders generally overestimate their ability to avoid detection and punishment, the general deterrence project can have limited effect even if punishment rates were in fact higher than people understand.

General deterrence’s problems only grow worse when it is compared to empirical desert. The liability and punishment imposed under empirical desert already carries some inherent general deterrent effect. The only way in which a general deterrence distributive principle can provide more deterrent effect is by deviating from desert, yet, when it deviates from desert it is operating at its worst.

First, if general deterrence as a distributive principle can have a greater deterrent effect than that already inherent in empirical desert distribution only by deviating from desert, then in every instance it will trigger the crime-control costs that arise from its conflict with community views. That is, the deviation from desert that gives it a deterrent edge also has the crime-control cost that follows from reduced moral credibility.

Second, it has an enormous educational challenge if it is to have any effect. To have an effect, people must know the deterrence-based rule. But the empirical studies make clear that ordinary people assume the criminal law rule is as they think it should be: formulated to give deserved punishment based upon an offender’s overall blameworthiness, as discussed previously.\textsuperscript{231} Thus, whenever general deterrence deviates from empirical desert, it must overcome this desert-rule assumption and must make clear that the rule is different than people would otherwise expect. This can be difficult and often impractical.

\textsuperscript{230} This is a particular problem in the United States where there are 51 American criminal codes.

\textsuperscript{231} See supra Part II(A)(3), Part II(A)(5); Paul Robinson & John Darley, Intuitions of Justice: Implications for Criminal Law and Justice 81 SOUTH. CAL. L. REV. 1, 39 (2007) (explaining that several studies have “examined the issue of what criteria people rely on when they make intuitive judgments of justice and found that it is desert, not deterrence or incapacitation, that drive people’s intuitive assignments of punishment”).
One might argue that it is unfair for us to offer this criticism because empirical desert has a similar education challenge. Its compliance mechanism depends upon the community having an opinion about the system’s justness. One critic, for example, explains, “A wide range of survey research indicates that the public lacks knowledge about crime, crime rates, offender characteristics, and legal reforms. In turn, these misconceptions could influence the ‘ordinary’ person’s perceptions of certain legal doctrines.”

But we think the effective communication hurdle that is so problematic for general deterrence does not apply to empirical desert. The message that general deterrence must send is one that identifies a particular kind of situation as one in which there is some exaggerated criminal liability and punishment threatened, more than that which the ordinary person would think was deserved. That is a specific nonintuitive fact which the general deterrence system must get into the minds of its target audience and to get them to use in evaluating the cost-benefit analysis when they make their conduct decision. In the case of empirical desert, in contrast, all that is required is for the person to have some general opinion about the moral credibility of the criminal justice system, an opinion that every ordinary person will necessarily have simply by being exposed to the endless stream of information that they take in from news media, governmental statements, friends, acquaintances, and others. Their having an opinion on the criminal laws general justness does not require that they have a particular fact, as general deterrence’s educational challenge requires.

It is certainly true that the criminal justice system ought to make an effort to improve its reputation because that improvement can bring greater compliance, but even if the system has no public relations campaign to improve its image, the moral credibility-compliance dynamic will be at work. It will still be the case that regular conflicts with community views will reduce its credibility and reduction in conflicts will increase it.

B. Incapacitation of the Dangerous

Incapacitation of the dangerous is as problematic a distributive principle as is general deterrence, but for different reasons. Unlike general deterrence, which has real difficulty producing a greater deterrent effect than that already inherent in a system designed to maximize moral credibility, incapacitation does in fact work. Putting people in prison does prevent further victimization, at least of the community. The problem with an incapacitation distributive principle is that behavioral scientists are at present relatively poor in reliably predicting future criminality in a specific individual. False positive rates are high, which creates enormous costs and intrusions on personal liberty with no crime-control benefit. The incapacitation distributive principle is particularly disadvantaged in the United States, where constitutional limitations imposed by courts limit the open use of such preventive detention and require instead that it be cloaked in criminal justice terms. Further, there is enormous political, and sometimes legal, resistance to preventive detention, so instead of being able to openly evaluate an offender’s predicted future dangerousness in setting a criminal sentence, liability and sentencing rules commonly use substitutes like prior criminal record, which have turned out to be even worse approximations of future dangerousness.

Finally, as with general deterrence, even if there were a situation where such preventive detention could provide a crime-control benefit by deviating from desert, any such advantage
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could be wiped out by the loss of crime-control effectiveness that comes when such interventions deviate from desert. Incapacitation as a distributive principle can provide more prevention than that already inherent in a distributive principle of maximizing moral credibility only by deviating from empirical desert. But preventive detention in this respect is in an even worse position than general deterrence. At least general deterrence follows a proportionality principle of sorts that is consistent with empirical desert: the greater the wrongdoing to be deterred, the more it is worth investing in a greater deterrent threat (proportionality to harm rather than proportionality to blameworthiness). But incapacitation has no such principle of punishment proportionality to the seriousness of the past wrongdoing: the duration of the detention is tied to the duration of the dangerousness rather than the seriousness of the offense. It is for this reason, under an incapacitation theory, that the Supreme Court has historically allowed three-strikes-means-life rules for even minor crimes, such as for the air-conditioning fraud in the Rummel case discussed in Part V.A.234

Thus, punishment – the term fits awkwardly here because the detention has nothing to do with the past offense and everything to do with prediction of a future offense – unbound from any sense of proportionality to the wrongdoing, would likely to be seen as appallingly unjust by most citizens. Thus, it would be even more likely than general deterrence to destroy the “criminal justice” system’s reputation for being just and thereby undermine its social influence to gain compliance, deference, and internalization.

C. Deontological Desert

We are sympathetic to those advocating deontological desert as the criminal justice system’s distributive principle. Unfortunately, we must all face the reality that it is simply impossible to operationalize such a principle. Moral philosophers disagree among themselves about most issues relevant to criminal liability and punishment. If one were to endorse deontological desert as one’s distributive principle, how would a criminal code or a sentencing guideline drafter know which philosopher or group of philosophers to follow on any given issue? And, having non-philosophers make such judgments about the relative credibility of one philosopher over another short-circuits the reasoned rationality that marks out deontological desert as particularly desirable.

If one were trying to create a distributive principle that had high moral credibility among moral philosophers, voting among them might make sense, but that would not be deontological desert as a distributive principle but rather some special philosophers’ variation on empirical desert, which, given that philosophers as a group are not commonly a major source of crime, would seem to lack any utilitarian crime-control justification.

Perhaps the larger point is that deontological desert’s attraction is that it represents the true transcendent truth about justice. When two moral philosophers disagree on an issue, we know that one of them, if not both, must be wrong. The only way we can keep the transcendent-truth advantage of deontological desert is to have some rational reasoned mechanism by which we can figure out which philosopher is right, and there is no way by which humans can do that. The bottom line is that deontological desert is a beautiful aspirational goal but as a practical matter simply cannot be operationalized.

In evaluating the feasibility of operationalizing deontological desert consider, for example, the issue of grading criminal attempts. Should an unsuccessful attempt be graded the

234 See supra Part IIA(5).
same as the substantive offense or graded as less severe because the contemplated offense harm or evil did not come about? The empirical studies make clear that nearly all ordinary people would grade the completed offense as more serious than the failed attempt because the harm or evil of the offenses actually comes about and, in their minds, that increases the offender’s blameworthiness and deserved punishment.\textsuperscript{235} But the deontologists are very much split on the issue.\textsuperscript{236} Some agree with the community view but many disagree, correctly pointing out that the attempted assassin’s conduct and intention are exactly the same in the two cases, and it is only a matter of moral luck as to whether his victim is missed or killed. How is the criminal code or sentencing commission drafter to decide which of these conflicting camps to follow when they decide how to grade criminal attempts? What is the mechanism that they are to use in evaluating which of these camps is “correct”?

Even if one wanted to follow a distributive principle of deontological desert, any mechanism the drafters use for picking one philosophical camp over another would simply illustrate the impossibility of operationalizing such a principle. If they take a vote among the moral philosophers to see which position is the majority view or if they look to see which group is made up of scholars with better reputations within the moral philosophy community, they are no longer operating under the reasoned analysis that is the draw of deontological desert. If they instead simply look to their own personal judgments about which position best reflects just deserts, then again they are failing to abide by the reasoned analysis deontological desert requires. If they try to play the role of moral philosopher and review the arguments on both sides, and try to reason out for themselves which position is the correct position, then they might be able to claim that their method is reasoned analysis, but it would be hard to say that the stumblings of these amateur philosophers are what we can trust to produce the correct deontological desert answer.

The truth is that deontological desert simply cannot provide the “correct” deontological desert answer. It is not in fact an operationalizable distributive principle but rather an expression of the value of reasoned analysis and of thinking critically about criminal liability and punishment rules. But while academics may cherish reasoned debate, and can provide useful insights by doing so, that is something quite different from providing a distributive principle for criminal liability and punishment upon which the real world can draft a criminal code or sentencing guidelines and policy statements.\textsuperscript{237}

\textsuperscript{235} Id.
\textsuperscript{236} Robinson supra note 200 at 152.
\textsuperscript{237} Another way of expressing this same point is to explain that asking a decision-maker to use deontological desert as a distributive principle in fact gives one a distributive principle significantly different from true deontological desert. It is rather a deceptive cloak that carries the deontological desert label but in fact represents the undisclosed personal beliefs and preferences of the decision-maker. When the criminal code commission members are deciding what culpability requirement to use for complicity, having been instructed to use deontological desert as a distributive principle, what will they in fact do? In a well-resourced and fastidious commission, they will go look at the moral philosophy literature on the point, but after finding that there is significant disagreement, they will have to choose one theory over another. But that choice of course will be a function of all sorts of things, such as their own personal views, that may have nothing to do with the strength of the competing philosophical arguments. Even if they are trained moral philosophers – we know of no such criminal code reform commission – and take the arguments seriously, why does their particular view of the debate, which conflicts with the views of other moral philosophers, suddenly qualify as the “truth.” The larger point is that setting deontological desert as the governing distributive principle does nothing to assure a consistent, predictable, transcendent truth, but only an invitation to decision-makers to use in their own intuitions of justice. In contrast, empirical desert as a distributive principle can give a specific, clear, predictable, fixed answer based upon the collective intuitive judgments of the community rather than those of the particular decision-maker.
It is also the case that deontological desert would not have the crime-control effectiveness that empirical desert does. Unless, by chance, deontological desert comes out to exactly match empirical desert in its distribution of criminal liability and punishment, it will in places conflict with community views and thereby undermine the criminal law’s moral credibility.

As a practical matter, empirical desert is probably the best practical approximation of deontological desert rules. In discussing the issue of grading attempt above we saw that the deontologists are split on the issue while ordinary people tend to agree that attempts should be punished less severely than the substantive offense. Attempt grading is a useful example to show that there really is a difference between deontological and empirical desert. However, it is also true that on most issues the majority of moral philosophers are likely to support the community’s empirical desert position. That should be no surprise, really, given that deontologists are human beings that probably share the community’s intuitions of justice, even if their reasoned theoretical work may in some instances lead them to different conclusions. In our experience, most moral philosophers reviewing the results of the empirical studies, on topics such as those listed previously, are likely to feel comfortable with most if not all of those results.

D. Conclusion

To summarize, general deterrence as a distributive principle is fine in theory but ineffective in practice, especially because it can have a greater general deterrent effect than that already inherent in maximizing moral credibility by tracking empirical desert distribution only in those cases where it deviates from desert, which is when it is at its least effective. Incapacitation of the dangerous as a distributive principle does work, in the sense that it can prevent crime by those detained, but it lacks the ability at our current clinical level to be able to reliably predict who will and will not be dangerous and, if implemented, would essentially destroy the criminal justice system’s reputation for being a reliable moral authority that does justice and avoids injustice. Deontological desert is highly attractive as a distributive principle, but by its own terms of relying strictly upon rational analysis, it cannot produce a working criminal code or sentencing guidelines because there is no means by which the inevitable disagreements can be resolved by more rational analysis. In order to come up with the single answer required by drafters for each of the hundreds or thousands of issues that must be resolved, drafters must resort to non-deontological analysis, such as voting to decide competing claims, which leaves the result as being something other than deontological desert. Support for this distributive principle should be seen more as a public acclaim for the value in rational discourse about the deeper meaning of justice, a project that we very much support, but not a project that qualifies as a distributive principle for criminal liability and punishment in drafting real-world rules.
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Among the critics, some seem to have never offered an alternative distributive principle, which may have made it more difficult for them to see the virtues of empirical desert. Several critics seem to enthusiastically support deontological desert as a distributive principle, and at least one has publicly supported dangerousness as a distributive principle, but, as noted here, those principles simply do not provide realistic alternatives to maximizing moral credibility.

VII. Potential Weaknesses of the Proposed Distributive Principle Not Raised by Critics

While the critics have raised quite a few issues, which we think we have answered, there do exist some potential weaknesses in the proposed distributive principle of maximizing the criminal law’s moral credibility with the community, usually by tracking empirical desert. Perhaps the critics would have eventually gotten around to offering these criticisms. Two issues are worth addressing: First, the proposed distributive principle puts limits on the extent to which criminal law can be used to change existing norms. Second, the proposed principle requires one to be ever-vigilant in testing existing norms for whether they might deserve special reform attention.

A. Limiting the Use of Criminal Law as a Means of Changing Community Norms

One reason to worry about having criminal law generally rely upon community justice judgments is that such a system may tend to impede the use of criminal law to bring about social change. Relying upon community views presumably means relying upon people’s existing views. But we know from history that existing views are not always the best for society. Changing those views can sometimes bring a better world.

Does reliance upon a moral credibility distributive principle condemn society to live with existing views forever? No. As the criminal law improves its moral credibility with the community – as it “earns moral credibility chips” with the community – it can selectively “spend” those chips by having criminal law lead rather than follow on selected issues of special importance to social reformers. The greater the moral credibility of the criminal law, the greater is the criminal law’s power to help shift community views. In other words, a criminal law that has earned a reputation as a reliable moral authority can be a powerful influence in the hands of social reformers. Consider, for example, the recent decriminalization of same-sex intercourse and increased criminalization of domestic violence and date rape. These criminal law reforms no doubt helped solidify the ongoing shift in community views.

However, the problem is that if the criminal law gets too far out in front of community views, the disparity between the two can potentially undermine the law’s moral credibility. American Prohibition, discussed previously, proves the point. Where the law reform did not successfully change community views, it provided a constant source of conflict points that increasingly undermine the criminal law’s moral credibility. As noted previously, crime rates during Prohibition went up, and not just for alcohol-related offenses but rather for a wide range of offenses unrelated to alcohol. People became habituated to lawbreaking. Perhaps worse,
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pushing too far ahead without successfully shifting views can undermine the law’s reputation in a way as to reduce law’s usefulness to social reformers in the future.

The lesson for social reformers here is simply to be careful in “spending the criminal law’s credibility chips.” Don’t use criminal law as a reform device until other societal institutions, political, social, religious, and other, have been used to gain community support. With that momentum, criminal law can make a real contribution. And, as community views continue to change, the damaging conflict points will increasingly diminish.

B. The Need to Keep Testing Existing Norms Against Societal Aspirations

Because empirical desert is not deontological desert, any society must be vigilant about testing their existing norms against what that society will want them to be in the future. With 20-20 hindsight, the Germans who voted for Adolf Hitler and the pre-Civil War Southerners who supported slavery might well have a very different opinion today. We have no magical way to see around history’s corner – nor do moral philosophers – but we can remain aware that some of our current norms will indeed be seen as inappropriate by future generations, and we should constantly critically assess our existing norms to see whether we think they ought to change.

Moral philosophers, and many social and political organizations and institutions, are available to help us in that constant testing. But they are not likely to have clear answers for us, for if the answer were clear it probably would have already altered or be in the process of altering existing norms. Nonetheless, these sources of critical debate can at least identify for us the possibilities. Will society come to accept the notion that sentient animals should have the same rights as humans? Will ordinary expectations of privacy dramatically expand? Will suicide be seen as a human right? It is impossible to tell at the moment what our future society will decide, but it is worth having someone asking the question.

This is not a problem unique to moral credibility as a distributive principle, of course. Any distributive principle, including deontological desert, will have the same problem. While no one has the ability to see around history’s corner, by openly acknowledging the problem we can advertize the importance of this societal questioning. There is nothing in the proposal that requires deontological desert supporters to get lobotomies, so there is no reason to think that they will cease to raise the challenges and questions that they have in the past, which are so helpful in our constant testing.

VIII. Conclusion

We have sought to show that the criminal justice system’s reputation with the community can have a significant effect on the extent to which people are willing to comply with its demands and internalize its norms. That reputation can be affected by a variety of things, including the fairness of the system’s adjudication procedures, the professionalism of its police, and the perceived legitimacy of the criminal justice authorities themselves. Our focus has been on the effect of the system’s long-term reputation for doing justice and avoiding injustice, its “moral credibility” with the community. Real-world natural experiments as well as controlled empirical studies, to say nothing of commonsense, support the notion that reduced moral credibility incrementally reduces compliance and the internalization of the law’s norms. The evidence also suggests that regular conflicts with community views undermine the law’s moral credibility. Thus, we propose that the distributive principle used to draft criminal codes, sentencing guidelines, and sentencing policy statements be to maximize the criminal law’s
moral credibility by adopting rules and policies that avoid such regular conflicts with community conceptions of justice.

We have presented and responded to a wide variety of objections from critics of this proposal. We show that those criticisms are commonly simply inconsistent with the available evidence, anecdotal and scientific, or reflect an inaccurate understanding of our proposal. On the other hand, we do suggest two sorts of complaints that one could make about our proposal, even though critics have not yet done so: the need for care in using criminal law to help change norms and the need to remain ever vigilant in testing the justness of current community views.

Perhaps most importantly, we have evaluated the alternative distributive principles and found that they have serious, often disqualifying, problems. We conclude that the greatest strength of maximizing moral credibility as a distributive principle may be the weakness of the alternatives. General deterrence works in principle, but because the prerequisites for its effective operation rarely exist in the real world, it is impractical as a distributive principle. Incapacitation of the dangerous does indeed work and does protect the community from dangerous offenders by incapacitating them, but because we lack the ability to predict future criminality with any significant degree of reliability, such a distributive principle would unjustifiably restrain non-dangerous offenders because of the high false positive rate and yet fail to identify some who are likely to be dangerous. Worse, because maximizing moral credibility carries with it an inherent general deterrent and incapacitation effect, these distributive principles can provide greater crime-control effectiveness only by deviating from empirical desert, thereby producing an endless stream of cases in which the community perceives a significant injustice or failure of justice, which then undermines the law’s moral credibility and its compliance and internalization power.

Deontological desert is an attractive alternative, but we show that by its own terms it simply cannot be operationalized. Its search for the transcendent truth through rational analysis is an important and necessary activity, and one that we assume moral philosophers will continue to pursue even when maximizing moral credibility is the distributive principle. Deontologists can do much to encourage the constant testing of existing community views, which we encourage, and this constant questioning would hopefully lead to a public conversation by which community views over time change for the better. But the never-ending debate and analytic processes of deontological desert work well in the role of thoughtful gadfly but are simply unable to produce a codification of criminal law and sentencing guidelines and policies. Deontological desert supporters should take some comfort in the fact that an empirical desert distribution will produce results that most commonly match the majority views among deontologists. That is, while empirical desert is not deontological desert, it may be the best practical approximation of the most popular positions among deontologists.

Whether one believes that criminal law’s goal ought to be to minimize future crime or to do justice and avoid injustice, one ought to support a distributive principle for making criminal law rules and policies so as to maximize its moral credibility with the community.